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THE KNOWLEDGE,GAP: AN ANALYTICAL REVIEW OF MEDIA EFFECTS

.g

Two of the earliest findings/in the mass communication literature are

that some portions of the public tend to be chronically uninformed and'that,

in general, the greater the Level of educationhe greater the knowledge of

v

various topics. Introduction of a formal knowledge gap hypothesis has

./
stimulated much recent research and comment about the implications of support

for this hypothesis.
1

Research on knowledgedifferentials based On levels of education has

had two consequences in particular. One is that strotigpositive relationships

between level of education and knowledge are accepted almost as.axiomatic

by social scientists. The other is_that the idea of knowledge gaps based on

differences in formal schooling is controversial. Some researchers believe

that focusing on education as.a variable implies that less educated persons
454

are,"deficient" in abilities or "inferior"-to more educated persons, and

these researchers have desired tOshift emphasis to other variables. Concom-

itant with this trend has been the abatement of interest of many social
. --
scientists in studying social problems of the disadvantaged. This abatement

paralle16 the decline In government's interest in social programs./'

Study of knowledge sips is controversial because ideology is implied

in to choice of ra'Search'problemsy how research is conducted, and how find-

.

ings are.interpreted.
2

Social research findings are often translated, into

social policy. .

4 0
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The khowledgegap hypothesis states C;ichenor, Donohue, and Olien,

1970:1.59 -60):

As ttie 'infusion of mass media information into a social system
increases, segments of the population with higher socioeconomic
status tend to acquire this information at a faster rate qan
the lower status segments, so that the gap in knowledge between
these segments tends to invease rather than decrease.

/
Predictions are wade for bothi one-time and multiple m6asurements:

, 1. Over acquisition of knowledge of a heavily publicized

? .

topic will proceed at a faster rate among bettei educated persons
than among those with less education; and

2. At a given point in time, there should be a higher(torrelation
between acquisition of knowledge and education for topics highly
publicized in the media than for topics less highly,publicized.
(p. 165)

The purpose of this paper is to examine research evidence about

knowledge gaps and to ask how strong the' evidence is Tor knowledge gaps
. .

associated with education differences, particularly when amount of mass

media publicity is taken into account.

.

Three variables are described by the knowledge gap hypothesis:

level of mass media publicity in a'particul social setting, level of

individuals' education, and level of individuals' knowledge. A review of

the evidence for rflaiionships among these three yariables follows. This
%

review briefly nptes the state of thepublic's knowledge in the past,
.,

and it describes early social science findingi about education-knowledge
. . .

elationships under the influence,of-media publicity.' It includes many
. .

t - Os, .

news diffusion studies'and data from publib opinion:polls because news.

diffusion and poll results often are cited as evidetfe of knowledge gaps

or'the lack of gaps. A number of etudies'spec itiC ly designed to test hyyo-

theses. about knowledge gaps are described.

Many varying. characteristics of thesesta

6
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Knowledge gaps therefore have declined greatly in modern times,but'

.

they are far from being eliminated. Not only are one-fifth
.

of American
/

4

tables'. The tables include 58 studies with relevant data. Theoretical

and'methodologtcal -differences among the studies are. pointed out, and some

conclusions are drawn about media effects on knowledge disparities and

conditions'under which knowledge gaps may occur or may not occur.

Some reasons for conflicting results in the literature are explained, and
7

suggestions q.re.made for future research on knOwledge differentials.

A

BACKGROUND DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDIES

Q

This section biiefly describes the kinds of research which'led to

development of the knowledge gap hypothesis.'

Historical Perspective

.

Illiteracy, was rampant In the last century in the United States'

(Bagdikian, 1971), as it was in many parts of the world. By-1900 the rate -

of adult illiteracy measured by. the U. S. Census was reduced to 10.7 percent;

and by 1969 it had declined to'one percent, although the disparity between

Whites and other racial groups was still disproportionate (Wick, 1980).

adults deficient in the ability to read, write; and compute tasks necessary
,

for daily life (Copperman, 1980), but also:large proportions are often unaware

of public Weirs events and issues. This lack of awareness limits their

capacity to participate effectively in decision-making prLesses. An

informed citizenry is a fundLental assumption in a democracy (Siith, 1975;

Suominen, 1976; Tichenor, Donoh(ie,,and Olien, 1970).,

Information Diffusion: Early Studies

Results of a number of,public opinion polls led Hyman and Sheatsley
. . , ,

(1947) to discuss the nature of the problems that make it difficult to,inform

(
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certain segments of the public,, and they called for research on these

"chr10.c know-nothings."

Despite voluminous amounts'of informatidn disseminated in a-siX-month-
.

long.informatian campaign 1?.out the United Nations in Cincinnati, Star and

.Hughes 41950) repoited that the number of persons who knew anxthing about

the U.N. was disappointingly low and that the more educated were far more

t
likely to have been reached by-the campaign than the leesseducated.

During the 1948 Presidential 'election campaign in Elmira, New York,

those who knew very much about candidates' stands on issues were much

more likely to have high educationiEhan low education (Berelson,
ti

Lazarsfeld,,and McPhee, 1954).

Bogart (1950-51) studied news in "Westerntbwn" of a young local girl's

appearance on a national radio music prOgrai and also'found knowledge differen-,

tials according on amount of schdoling.

Diffusion of news of the death of Senator Robert '101:Taft ("Mr.

Republican")'within two contrasting housing projects Was studied in

;Seattle (Larsen and Hill, 1954). At the time of interview, more respondents

among a'laboring community 0(93 percent) had heard the news than among a

faCulty community (88 percent), a "reverse gap" in which the less educated

are more likely to know than the moreeducated.3
_

The widespread but-apparently inadc ate belief.tnat a windshield-pitting

epidemic had struck Seattle was investi ted by Medalia and Larspn (1958).

Those among the 7.4 percent who. had never heard of this-event tended to be -

.., elderly, female;4 non-car owners, and less educated.

A small disparity in knowledge between more and less educated respondents
*-
occurred for six samples surveyed on three issues (Deutschmann and Dphielsip,

,

1960)'.

4
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In contrast to these studies are thaseof the assassination of
-

- .?
(

President John F.- Kennedy, An event of astounding impact on the

,

nation and unusual in the enormous;,concentrated, and simultaneous facus

of all media on the event. Under these conditions, all respondents con-'

tacted received the news (Greenberg, 1964), a finding confirmed by six

,

other studies of the same event.
5

However, whet Spitzer and Denzin (1965)

examined detailed knowledge of the assassination, respondents who were

not well ImfOrmed were characterized by being in blue- collar occupations,

living in low-income residential areas, being older, and being male.

Spitzer and Denzin, intrigued by Hyman's and Sheatsley's article, reviewed

five other studies which supported ar"know-notiiing' hypothesis."6

Awarenesa of the Kennedy assassination was compared with awareness

aftfive other assassinations of public figures (Levy, 1969). All respon-
.

dents knew of the deaths of President -Kennedy., Senator RObert Kennedy, and

1
the Rev. Martin Luther king. In contrast, those with more education were

considerably more likely to know pf the violent deaths of Malcolm X,

Medgir Evers, and George Lincoln Rockwell than were the less educated. 7

For two other types of events, differing in importance, the highe

the education, the more rapidly respondents learned of the event (Budd,

MacLean, and Barnes, 1966). Similar findings developedsin the work of

Allan and Colfax (1968),1,Adams, Mullen, and Wilson (1969), and McNelly, Rush,

.and Bishop (1968). An opposing finding is Fathi's-(1473) result that more

of the least educated in his Calgary, Canada, sample had learned of the

marriage.of Prime Minister-Trudeau by the evening of day itwas
.

announced, when compared with mc\e educated persons.

t, I
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Public'Opinion PolL Data

Public opinion poll data tend to exhibit a positive association

6

4
between knowledge and education. For examge,?data on a variety of,tdpics

which are broken down by education and/or occupation in 26 questions indi-

cate a knowledge gap between higher. and lower SES groups (Erskine: 1962,

1963a-e). Six of these questions repeated at two or more points in time

demonstrate mixed.results on change in the gap over time. Data for two

questions' showed a slight gap increase, data for three more indicated a

slight'decrease, and data for another evidenced no change. Results from

six additional one -time, questions imply little ors. ne gap because either

(1) 95 percent or more of the sample knew of -;the subject or (2) comparisons

Made between labor union families and the generaljuUlic showed the union

families more knowledgeable about labor-related topics.

The pattern oepositive relationships, between ihowledge and educatiOn

emerged as well in a review by Wade and Schramm (1 and in poll results

on fluoridAtion (Gallup, 1977; Douglass and Stacey, 197 ). Robinson's

(1967:24) inspection .Of-O-therpop-data led him to conclude that "expecting

to raise public inlormation"levels through mass media efforts would be

naive." Additional data and literature review reinforced this point

(Robdnson, 1972). 111(

Knowledge Gap Studies
S..

0
/ Tichenor, Donohue, and Olien presented a 1 knowledge gap hypothesis

in 970. Your pieces of evidencak supported it : (1) the. findings of the .news

diffusion study by Budd, MacLean, and .Barnes (1966),(2) public opinion poll

data on three science topics,(3) results of a study contrasting a communitya

With a newspaper "strike with a non-strike community'(Samuelson, 1960), and,
.

. ' 4'

(4)the4euthors' 1968 research in two. MinnesOta cities, measuring recall of
.

..

1 8
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medical, biological, and social science topics in the news; and comparing

. , .

recall by preVious'amounts of newspaper 'publicity given to the subjects.t .., .
.

Later work by thith research team has expanded oh,conditiond under

which.the gap.may widen or narrow with regard to a number of issues in
I

Minnesota communities (Tichenor, Rodenkircheri, Olien, and Donohue, 1973;

' Donohue, Tichenor, and Olien', 1975; Ticheno ;, Donohtie,.and Olien, 1980).$
. ,

I ."

'Their wok has influenced at least' fourteen other.investigations of know-
.

ledge gap phenamena,
9
and it has stimulated-several critical essays.

. ,

Nat all of these studies of knowlddge 45s systematically vary levels

of media publicity. As the knowledge gap hypothesis is stated, its test

requires co parison of high a nd low levels of media agtention to topics.

Among investigations of the impact of high levels of publicity are

the studies of Bailey (1971), who confirmed presence of a knqwledge sap about

'Earth Day, and of Abbott (1978),whOse work.indicates that a year-long-energy .

infoi-mation campaign di.: a t appreciably-change an initial gap in know-
.

ledge if respondents had seen one or more newpapef articles on the subject.

The gap did increase for respondents not reporting exposure to ttieaticles.
_

-1
A community- with an extensive car ioVascular disease prevention.pro-

gram was'contrasted with a similar. community without a campaign, and results

showed that aninitial gap had closed in the treatment community by 'the

third time of measurement (Brawn, Ettema, and Avepker, 1981). 10

A,gap in factual knowledge (dames, dates, etc.) of two issues 4ecreased ,

during a ten -day period in a Michigan study, asmallgap increa sed for struc-
' :

turdl knowledge (relationships, reasons)_ of one event, and a moderate ga

. Ak A
in structural knowledge of another did not change (Genova and Greqpberg,

11
,..' 1979-Y.

4

10,
a
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The more that respondents were depehdent upon newspapers for'news

in another study,'the greater the gap between more an4 less educated
/'.

groups; however, the gap waModest (Fry, 1979). Being dependent on

television news made virtually no difference in the small gaps between

high and low education gr8ups..

Neuman (1976),observed only'a minute gap in some types of news rec all

c.
and,a "revel-se gap" in anqther when he interviewed viewers of evening

fl

televion network news broidcasts.' (Non-viewers were -discarded from,the.

survey.)
N

.. .4 s 4

.Exposure to newspapyr articles relying qn established news sources

.

produced moderate gaps in knowledge of urban respondents,'but exposure to
. ,'

articles making more use of non-establishinent sources made an impact,oh
. .

knowledge leveis of rural respondents, regardless of education levels,*in a
% .

. Minnesota survey .,(Nnaemeka, 1976).

.

High levels of publicity in freedistributiobrneiaborhood ewspa

1

ers

appeared to reduce knowledge disparities in a Minneapolis inder- Ity
,

""*.

neighbovhood,4rhen neighborhood paper publicity varied for four

(Gaziano, 1982).

ocal issues

, . .

Three inves4gations in developing Countries have produced varied'
/ 1 9. . . .

resulta-uhder'differing conditions. Gurraratne (1976) develope SES measures %

appropriate for a Sri Lanka sample and found gaps for five topics. Compari-

son of two of these subjects with earlier data (Ryan, 1952) suggested an

,
incr ng gap..

12
Two other surveys employed other SES,measurements and

v/

I focused on a tural info tion in media forums for peasant farmers

in India: over timd GalloWay (1977) reported SES- related-gaps tendin to

lessen, and.ShIngi and Mody (1976) deteptecrno SES-linked,differentials

'either before 4i after teleclub programs.

.t

. ,

,k
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Other Supporting Data
-

.

Additional studies with data on knowledge. differentials related to
t-

. ,

eddcation level in a variety:of U.S.. and foreign settings are summarized

ih table's I23 and 'described in the Analysis section..
41*

Another re-lated group of studies maybe mentioned ,briefly, pertaining

totdisadvantaged children, ,.these studies are relevant to this analysis,
.

'but are nocincluded,inthe tables. They include,the Coleman Report (190)

on schnolachievement differences and the Bogatz and Ball reports (1970,

11972)' on
.

the affects'of theeducationarteAvisio5 15rogtAtn, "Sesame,Street.2,
! -

.
,

.
.

Cook, et al (1975) criticized the latter workbecause of errors of measure;-

ment and statistical inference
.

and suggested that the show helped to widen

it .

the achievement gap between advantaged and, disadvantaged children. Liebert

(1 976 has also taken issue with the Bogatzan eaall effort

designed to measure closure of,any'achieveme 13
4

Critical Comment on the Knowledge Gay Hypothesis

for not 'being.,

" -

trice gepado not always occur Or increase several scholars have

discussed potential reasons for conflicting resents ( Ettema and Kline,

1977; Brown, et al, 1981), and several have atte ted to specify Conditions

under Jhich gaijs may develop or change (Katzman, 974; Ettema!and Kline; the

Tichenor-Donohug-Olien'team, 1973, 197,5, 1980)..

Genova and-Greenberk (1979) suggested refo ating the original hypoth-

esis as a proposition about gapsbased on differenp s\in interest, not

education. Ettema and Kline proposed a reformulati based on differences"

in.motivation. ,These might be treated as alternativ= hypotheses, however,

because education, motivation, and interest all could explain knowledge



,

disparities:, en,theit inf4tences might vaxy underceitain conditions,
..

-9
and education might sometimes be related to motivation and interest. For ,

,

exatnple, one study did find that interest in four topics variedaccording
fif

to educatiod (Gai-iano, unpublished data from *issertation in 'progreSs).

It is actually a "communication effects gap," some
/-
have suggested

4
o 't

(i.e., see Rogers, 1976). Eiidence that the gap is more than an information

gap or a communication effects gip is presented in the discussion section
, 1!.

of this paper,.,, This evide#e derives frdm study of the Stratification,of".

society, including media and other'informatiOn delivery systems.

Clarke and Kline'(1974) have expressed:concern about research relating?
. I.

knowledge to education because resourCes,and policy' would be directed -

9

toward the school system, rather than toward mass media in attempts to

reduce knowledge differentials..
.

.

""" ..i

i'DerVin.9.80)
.

contends that the 'large body of sipport for .the know-,

--

.

ledge gap hypothesis buttresses the proposition only because of its'under-
.t

lying model.of a source pitching messages to a-receiver, who either catches
.

the message or, misses it and is to. blame if the mess4ge Is fumbled. 14

She argues that the knowledge gap is not a "real" phenomenon,-howevex,

because of difficulties with'''the traditional source- receiver modelswhial

measures the receiver of messages againstfirrelevant standards-set up by

academicians. She faults the logital positivist philosophy behind the tradi-
-

'

*

a. .

tional model and faVors instead the relativist model in social bcience
.

,

which underlies "informationl-seekIng" and "uses and grtifications"'per-: .

o .
.

. .

sp/ ectives. Researchers-working_within thgse drientations start With messages. '
''. . ,...

- . ..
, .. as seen from the standpoint of receiver's' needs.

'N.

;

4111
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ANALYSIS OF KNOWLEDGE GAP DATA

11

_Phis analysis includes all of the. studies that go d be located,

including both published and unpubliOed works, which taia any data on

relationships of education and knowledge, regardless ofi the original

Q
investigators' interests. Indexes consulted included the Readers' Guide,

the International, Index, Urban Affairs Abstracts, Communication Abstracts
.

Journalism Abstracts, Psychologi8a1 Abstracts, and the Social Science

Citation Index. In addition, the footnotes and references of articles and

Ehapters found were checked for further studies.
15

The conclusions about knowledge gap evidence presented in Table 3

',-k<-.afe not necessarily those of the primary researchers. The unit of analysis
<:E.

is "the finding," that is, thelinding of a knowledge gap or lack of one

at one point in time, or the findidg of change or no change over time

(see lase column in, Table 3). Several studies reported more than one

finding.

Identification of Key Characteristics

.

As many pertinent qualities as possible were identified.and treated
.

as variables in constructing_the table. These characteristics include:

date and loCation of research, sample size, completion, rate, type of popula-

tion sampled, research design (according to criteria outlined by Campbell

__-
44

and Stanley, 1963), numb4r of measurements in time, and mbehod of data
.) 4k

collection. Also included are type of-topic studied, type of knowledge

j-
measured(3wareness or depth); operational definitiOns of knowledge, type

,
of media studied, operational definitions OCeducation and of knowledge gap,

awassessment of the amount of media publicity involved wherver possible,

and' knowledge gap.findings'(education-knoWledge data)..

.13
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"Methodological concerns such as method of data collection, sample 'Y'

sizes, completion rates, and number of. measurements aid indetermination

of how well the populations are epresented in these studies. Considera-

tiontion of dates and locations of research, types of populations atudied, and

topic's permits some conclusions about the generalizability of findinge.

Comparisons ofmeasurements of knowledge, media, education, and knowledge

gaps give insight into similaritiI and differences, both conceptually and

methodologically, and facilitate conclusions about whether or not these
o

research efforts are dealing Oith the same ph nomenon or with different

, .6-things. This type of analysis also allows identfficatiOn of useful inter-

vening variables ana_hOps to explain apparently contradictory findings:

Findings are discussed first according to the individual classifica-

tionstions in the tables
411

and then-according to support for the knowledge gap

hypothesis. N

Research Date, Location, and Population

The predominance of knowledge gap findings aceoas varzing settings

(including several other' countries), populations, anda period of,about 35

indicates that the findings are fairly well generalizable to present-

:day u.8. populations and some foreign ones. Date, location and population
-'

do not seem to help to explain gaps.

Sample( Size.; Completion Rate, and Design

Knowledge gap findings persist in both methodologically weak and

.strong studies. Many studies have small sample sizes, although some are0
8

quite large; a number of surveys eZtherhave low completion rates or did

not report them. Some studies-repoit-knowledge-education data for

propprtion of the sample because of low response rates or because of theoret-
.

ickl interest in a small part of the sample, such as only television news
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I
viewers. These.studies are not easily compdred with those reporting data

for most of the sample:

Most of the 58 surveys are one-shot case studies, and any of these

do not have even a comparison group. One-time measurements do not allow

.

assessment of causal influences of media. -Results favor existence of know-.

ledge disparities relatively consistently.

r In cbntrast, studies collecting data at more than one point in time

tend to find that gaps decreased or did not change over time if they

existed initially. This occurs regardless of design or size of time inter-

val between measurements. However, tliese studies tend to have certain

other characteristics which may explain declines in gaps.

Method of.Data Collection

No conclusions can be drawn about method of data collection (Table 2),

although, reports in which narrowing, unchanging, or no gaps occur tend t6

have used in-person interviewing technigtes.

Type of Topic ,

..

conditionsExamination of topic studied does suggest several conditions under'

wkich gaps develop or change.

First, gaps are likely to occur when topics appeal more to nigh SES er-

sons than to -low 4ES indiviagals (Bailey, 1971; Bogart, 1950-51; Wade and
1

Schramm, 1969). When the topic is of specific interest to the less edu-

cated, they may be as likely as the more advantaged to possess information

(Erskine, 1962, 1963a; Neuman, 1976; Genoya and Greenberg, 1979). 'Also,

within an occupational group, communication variables related to employment

or organization membership may affect knowledge more than education level

(Buss an

i
Hofstetter, 1981; Scherer, 1977).

.1k

11

,
.
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Second, every study on international or fOteign topics included in

this analysis reported SES-related knowledge -gaps (Budd, et al; Erikine,

-1962, 1963b; Gunaratne; McNelly and Molina, 1972; McNelly,.et al, 1968;

Robinson, 1967, 1972; Stir and Hughes, 1950). .

Thlrd, gaps frequently develop when national topics are studied

(Allen and Colfax; Budd, et al; Hofstetter, et al, 1978; Deutschmann and

Dani lson, 1960; EdelStein, 1973; Kraus, et al, 1963; Erskine, 1962, 1963a;

Atkin, et al, 1976; McNelly d Deutschmann, 1963; Kent and Rush, 1976;

Gunaratne, 19761 Clarke and.Kline, 1974; Robinson, 1:972).

Fourths whether or not topics are local may make a difference.

Education was a strong predictor of knowledge of national issues in the ,

work of Palmgreen (1979),but'it was of little or no use in predicting

local issue knowledge. The relationship between education and knowledge was?'

stronger fo; national issues and weaker for local issues, according to

Becker and Whitney,(1980). And the Tichenor-Donohue-Olien team has noted .

that when a local issue is oCbasic concern to a ComMaity; the knowledge

gag will decline (1975-,41986). Even though knowledge 'gaps were found for

'four local issues in a study emphasizing issues of potential importance

to residents of an inner-city neighborhood, all the gaps were relatively

modest.in magnitude (Gaziano, 1982). The evidence to date, therefore,

i indicates-that knowledge gaps are likely to be found when national or inter
a

...

national issues are studied, but that gaps may not Occur or are sm#11 ?hen

localissuea=are of interest. )6
.

.u

..Fifth, when knowledge is conceptualized as publiO'affails topi4s in slt

- civics class-or textbook,tqrms, knowledge differentials related to educa-

tional level are almost always found (Becker and Whitney; Rogers, 1965.46;

Fry,':-1978; Gunaratne;Itkin, et al, 1976; Kanervo, 1979; Wade and Schramm;

:Erskine).
:,c

,
0,

A
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Sixt), , although'peopi4.e of all educgtional backgrounds tend'to be

llighlythterested in health matters, they may still exhibit knowledge

-disparities (Erskine, 1963a; Tichenor-Donohue-Olien, 1970, 1980; Gallup;

.Douglass and Stacey). Nevertheless, an extensive information campaign on

good cardiovascular health did tend to close an initial knowledge gap over

time (Brown, et al, 1981).

Operational Definitions of Knowledge

Another explanation 'for inconsistent findings in the diffusion
1

studies is the way in which knowledge is measured. Examples are Fathi

(1973) and Larsen and Hill.(1954) which report less-educated respondents to.9

be more likely to have information than more-educated members of the sample.

This conflicts ,with the findings of Budd, et al (1966); Adam.s; et-al (1969);

McNen.y, etsal-(1968); Deutschmann and Danielson (1960); and Allen and Colfax

.(1968). The reason for the variation in resultg is likely to be that

knowledge was measured as of the time of interview, or by the evening of

the day news has announced. Had interviewing taken place later, results

might have been different. In addition, the gap in time of interviewing

of the two communities and the newspaper strike also probably affected the

findings of Larsen and.Hill. Diffusion studies in whictainterviewing took

place some time after the event have found knowledge disparities among

education groups (Bogart, 1950-51; Levy, 1969; Medalia and Larsen, 1958).

The major exceptions to this finding are the studies by Greenberg (1964) and

others (see footnote 5) on the assassination of President Kennedy which

established that all respondents were.aware of tie event. The unusual

features of this event were simultaneous, sustained mediaCoverage and__

w

_great national importance. However, SES-linked'differentials ih depth

knowledge of this event did'emergein one study (Spitzer and Denzin, 1965).:

1'7
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A second consideration in measurement of knowledge is that using

open-ended questions which allow resRondents to define topics in their

own terms does not` necessarily lead-to findings of...no knowledge gaps

(Edelstein; Benton and Frazier, 1976; Gaziano; Clarke and Kline; Palmgreen).

The only study to use this technique -and 'report-little or no effect of

formal schooling on knowlee is Palmgreen's, and this occurred only for

local issues. However, Edelstein did state that he,believed this method .

reduced knowledge differentials in his study. Also, all correlations

fOr education-and knowledge noted in the other four investigations using

open-ended questions are moderate.

A third consideration is that using the same measurement of knowledge

over time affects findings. Studies in which knowledge questions were

idefitical or the amount of knowledge measured was the same at each time

period haVe tended to find either no change in gaps (Abbott, 1978; Star

and Hughes, 1950; Bogart, 1957 -58) or narrowing gaps (Gallow.ay, 1977;

Bailey, 1971). One reported no gaps at either sampling period (Shingi and

Mody, 1976). However; responses to the same poll questions over,time'were

quite variable: responses to five'questions showed increases (Tichenor,

Donohue, and Xien, 1970; Erskine, 1963c), three demonstrated decreases

(Erskine, 1963a-c), one gap remained unchanged (Erskine, 1963c),,and one

could not be evaluated because the breakdownsinto education groups differed

(Douglass and Stacy, 1968, compared with Gallup, 1977). In two cases it

is not clear ether.or not,questions were the same at each time of'measure-

ment (Brown, et al, 1981; Douglas, et al, 1970), and in one case,two of six

itemsx4mained -the- -same(Genova-and Greenberg, 1979). Among studies with- 7,.

time-trend data,the tendency is to indicate unchanging or narrowing gaps;
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however, the reason for these findings may be ceiling effects as/a result N..

7of limiting the amount of knowledge to be measured. The most knowledgeable

could advahce no further, and those who were less knowledgeable could then

"catch up." Three additional studies measured knowledge by different ques-

tions over time or else measured any accurate saikment as possession of

knowledge, but whether or not gaps changed is not.clearn two studies

(Becker-, et al, 1978; Miller and MacKuen, 1979). In the third study, the

on-going one of Tichelpor-Donohue-Olien (1973, 1975, 3.980), gaps tend to

narrow over time, but the explanation is that certain'conditiontere

operating (presence of conflict, etc., see p. 21 for complete list).

4. ,Types of Media Studied

Scrutiny of media measured also permits better understanding of condi.,

tions under which knowledge disparities may be reduced. It may be, for

instance, that when a newspaper emphasizes a particular topic over a long
11

period of time, its readers are more likely to know about that subject,,

regardless of education level ,-- that is, that readers with grade school

educations have More knowledge than non-readers with grade-school level

elucations, etc. (Brinton and McKown, 1961; Abbott, 1978). The work of

the Tichenor-Donohue-Olien team (1973) also Indicates that high levels of

newspaper coverage of local issues served to narrow gaps. High levels of

neighborhood newspaper coverage contributed to reduced gaps. (baziano).

It is also possible that greater reliance by newspapers on established

sources of news has some effect in widening knowledge gap4 and greater
0

reliance on.non-established sources may reduceg4s, although'urban-rural

differences may be the explanatory variable (Nnaemeka, 1976).

19
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Second, television may be a knowledge-leveler. Findings frOdtwd

field surveys of network news Aupport this assumption (Neuman, 1976;

OP
Gantz, 1978), although a laboratory experiment with a network news show,

did not (Stauffer, et al,.193). 16
Further, although better-educated

. .

People tend to watch televised Presidential election debates, less'

educated persons who attend to the debates showed knowledge gains, which

may be comparable to the gains of themore highly educatedwatch.

(Miller and MacKuen, 1979; Becker, et al, 1978).. Though a:thied survey of,

the 1976 debates turned up a moderate knowledge gap, this survey did not

measure information gain per se (Bishop, et al, 1978).
17

The introduction

of television into rural Norwegian provinces may have,increased levels of

recognitio of national political leaders' pictures (Tarsvikv 1972,

cited by E ma and Kline). In a develaping,country, television forums may

have reduced knowledge disparities (Galloway):'""'

Legs. is knoWn about the influence of interpersonal contacts
. High j

levels of discdssion about loCal issues may tend to lessen gaps-.4Tichenor,

Donohue, and Qlien, 1980), but greaterrelianceion interpersonal news
I.

sources which may be less accurate than media may depress'knowledg levels

(Spitzer and Denzin):

The withdiawalf.of media, such.as a newspaper strike, may contribute to

gaps (Samuelson, cited by Tichenor, Donohues'and Olien,.1970). Waning public
.4

attention to issues over time may decrease disparities as overall levels of

knowledge d,ssipate (Tichenor-Donohue-Alien, 1975, 1980).

Iri contrast, rterdfri A on. any -event may,
6

raise knowledge levdls oflall educational groups. This was especially

clear in the case of a president's assasslnation (Levy, 1969; Greenberg, 19641.

ti
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it is.possible that the three.-assassinations of public figures recalled

by all of Levy's sample received far bore media play than the three

assassinations which ,were less well-remembered., One information. campaign

1

decreased knowledge disparities between more and less educated persons

(Brown, Ettema, and LueRker,'1981), aichough thr-ee other campaigns 4;

essentially had no effects on knowledge differentials (Star and Hughes',

1950; Abbott, 1978; Bogart, 1957-58). Another campaign led to change of

a community's attitudes in the intended direction, but did noaffect

knowledge levels (Douglas, Westley, and Chaffee, 1970).18 .

.

Measurement of Education

The operational definitions of education levels are°,impossibleto

. r 4
assess because only four studies give information about exact measUreinent. 19

.:

One of these apparently treated education as a continuous variable although
S

,

it was coded as six categories (Genova and Greenberg). Two other surve

/
o

4

both coded and analyzed educaHiin data as categories (Kent and Rush;

Nnaemeka). Only One study is known to have.theasured education as
t ,

.,

20
a true continuous variable (ranervo). .

1 .

Operational Definition of Knowledge Gap
J

The wain ways of measuring knowledge gap were: differences in

mean knowledge scores between the high /highest grOup-Oand the-
.

low/lowest education group, computed by suitraction or by:analysis of

.

variance, (2) differences in proportions of, two or more education grows w

y nowastige-nf-thEEN,FIEli, computed by subtraction or by chi square

analysis, and (3) coorrelation coefficients for education and knowledge.

- Other indicators were path coefficients in path analysis, beta's iii
ecr

regression analySis, and comparison bf high-SES communities with low -SE $0

communities.-
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ASSESSMENT OF' .'4i OWL EDGE

The knowledg
Of

media publicity Incrim,

a greater rate than low S

ERCE

4 .4

edis states that. as the amount of mass
%

SES individuali will acquire knoWiedge at

4kong°, so that t)le gap -ion knowledge between

t bsocial strata tends tal t'te04e,La her tuaAwdecrease. Support for ;he

hypotliesis from data for ingie point in time and firom several points n

time will be examined separately.

1.- " 0

Time Measurement

Because the studies /ary greatly in media measurement charadteristits

and in information given abliut amount of publicity, division .of.the studies

into dategoriel according,to,tore indless relaeionsh between amount of
,--,

,. ,coverage `,and know,led5e gap's Cgy be only a rough assessment. Most of thee ,

.,

..J

topics studied appear Ito have
r

been' ither moderately well or highly publi-
. ------) 0 '0 .

.

\-'cized.
.:

Knowledge 'gap. findings occur irvche 'overwhelming Majority of one-shot
or.

case studies (36 out of 47 reports, including three not located in time

for inclusion in-the tables, Adoni and Cohen, 1978; Katz, Adoni, and Parness.,

1977; Bultena, Rogers,.and Conner, 1978% see footnote 20).

Five surveys reporting iaps in addition to the 36 just mentioned requtre

some qualifications in explaining their findings. First, Palmgreen (1979)

,P,
noted that knowledge gaps developed for national issues but not for local'

ones. Second, Nnaemeka,(1976) found gaps anlong urban respondents (who tended
N

to read newspapers relying on es4blished news sources) but no gaps or

reverse gapslamong rural respoAdents (whose newspapers relied on non-
4 0

establishment news sourced more than did the urball papers). Third, Levy
%

(1969) contrasted awareness of gix assassdnations of public figures and found

22
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gaps for knowledge. off' three (which may. have received only moderate

publicity) as well as no gaps for the other three (which may have attracted

more coverage). Fourth,,the fichenot-Donohue-Olien ream did find a gap in

knowledge of breakfast cereal nutrition but also tended.to fine declining

gaps under the conditions of (a)high levels of conflict associated with

issues, (b> high levels of newspaper4verage (1973); '(t) high levels of

personal discussion (1980); (d) homogeneous social strycture of community as

opposed .to heterogeneous structure, (e) high level of basic concern of

a
issue to a community, and (0 waning *els of public attention to

issues over time (1975).1 Fifth, high levels of activity on issues by.-

organized-gioups were related to larger knowledge gaps for/local issued'

than were comparatively lowei levels of group activity in an intter -city

neighborhood (Gaziano, f982), If greater organized activity implies greater

conflict,_then conflict did not cqptribute to narrowed gaps, based on one-
,

time measurement;however, theisample was very different from the Tictienor-

Donohue-Olien samples. Organizations' r1f:rmation strategies may have

"played a role in dissemination of knoidedge about the four local issues

studied. Nevertheleia, distributing inforthation more widely dOes not nec-

essarily 'mean equalization 81 knowledge -- the least educated members 8T.ithe

sample were more knowledgeable about the two issues for which knowledge gaps ,

were greater (although these two gaps were mdderate and the other two were

even smaller).

Three of the one-time case studies demonstrated "reverse gaps" in which.
C .

the less educated were more knowledgeable than the more educated; however,

the explanaeion for two of the'se is Probably that tithe of interview

influenced results, as discussed'undei "Opgrational Definitions of Knowledge"

forFathi (1973)and Lateen and Hill (1954). A third reportA reverse
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gaps, was a survey of an occupational group in which variables related to,

being employed versus,' unemployment seemed to be more related to knowledge
.

fir'

than was education level Ii(Buss and HPfstetter-, 19g1).

Three one-time case studies reports either no gaps or negligible gaps.

One is that of Deutschmann (1963) who contrasted literate and illiterate

Colombian respondents (not differentiated by education) and found no,know-

-4
ledge differences between 014 two groups. The other two surveys are those

of Neuman (1976) and Gantz (1978), both,of chich report only on individuals

who watched the evening television news. This is about 14 percent of Gantz's

total sample (it is unclear what percentage of Neuman's sample is-included
f

in his data, although the respondents"comPrised 75 percent.of news-viewing

households in the sample). Both of the latter studies concentrated only on
? ;'

a small proportion of the totalsample and therefbre,are not directly
.

parable to the other knowledge gap studies.. Two reports (of three surveys)

in Israel did note gaps:in radio and television nws item'recall (Adoni and

Cohen, 1978;4(atz,,Adoni, and Parness, 1977 --not shown in, the, tables); however,

what p'r'oportion -of the total sample" they represent is not known (tt is not

clear either whether or not they are- random samples).
,cl

.

When media publicity,in these 47 one-shot case studies
4

s scrutinized,

-several generalizations may be made. First -, results are mixed for High

media coverage-. situations. Readers of a newspaper covering the fluoridation.

ti

.issue heavily knew more about that issue than did non-readers, regardless

.of educational level (Brinton and McKown, 1961). High newspaper coverage,

led to reduced gaps in local issue knowledge ZTichenor-Donohue-Olien team,

- 1973). When media publicity is high, sustained, and concentrated, gaps in

awareness knowledge may close or benon-existent (Greenberg, 1964; Levy,

l969; Erskine, l§62, 19qa-c). However, even if media attecion is highly

focused on an issue for some time, SES-related gaps may be observed in depth

,4,r)
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'

'knowledge (-Spitze'i- and penzin, 1965): Further, some surveys of highly

covered issues andementsreport gaps, but thepe"tend to be either medical,

biological, Add social science.topics (Tichenor, Donohue, and Olien, 1970)' or

national or international topics (Edelstein, 1973; Erakine; Douglass and

.

,Stacey, 1972; Berelson, Lazarsfeld, and McPhee, 1954).- Other surveys of
,

. \
relatively well-publicized national subjects find modest gaps (Deutsch(tilann

and Danielson, 1960; 'Clark& and, Kline, 1,974; Bishop, Oldendick, and'

,Tuchfarber;'1978; Genova and Greenberg, \ .1979).
, .

. Second, resultsvare mixed fOr low.publilcitylsituations. Withdrawal
r

of a daily newspaper because of a strike was,linked to increased-knowledg'

gaps (SamuelsonN40). Decline in media attention to local:iasuesoVer

time was associated with rAduced gaps (Tichenor-Winohue-Olien, 1975).; Whe
;

amount of media coverage and. geographical scope af issue were varied, amo nt

of media attention did not contribute to gaps but scope did -- gaps develorl, d

for national-issues but not local-ones
.
(Palmgreen, 1979). In'a'study

/I

.. ,

a -
,

varying amount of neighbOrhood newspaper publicity for four local issues,

higher coverage was associated with small& knowledge gaps where compared

with gaps for issues receiving less publicity (Gaziano, 1982). When depend

on a particular medium varied and media attention was low, the Strength bf

the relationship between education and owledge, was weak or non- existent
.

for local topics and stronger for national ones (Becker - -and Whitney, 1980).
,

; . .

In a field experiment,' the more publicized -the news stories on medical, .

nce

biological, and 'social science topics, the larger the knowledge gap when
a v

i

compared with recall-of less publicized articles on these subjects (Tichenor,

Donohue, and 01 -ien, 1970). .. ,.

media exposure and non - exposure are Contrasted, some evidence

suggests that media exposure leads to knowledge gap reductions. In Peru and

Vede ela,tdegree of media exposure was a stronger predictor Of fordign affairs
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or public affairs knowledge of low SES respondents than was level

education (McNally and Molina, 1968; Kanervo., 109), an in..lombi

.peasant villages, media use or exposure contributed to public- affairs

knowlete (Rogers, 1965-66; Deutschmann, 1963). Amonganational

sample, media use was"highly.associated.with politicad information increases,
-ON

especially for low and medium education respondents (Sotetter, Zukin,

4and Buss, 1978). In contrast, a gap in knowledge of the TaditeCtive

nuclear fallout issue occurred regardless of amount of total-media exposure

in another U.S. investigation (Kraus, Mehling, and.°El-Assal, 1963).'

Exposire -to televised news may have led to narrowed gaps in two studies,,

although non - exposure was not studied (Neuman, 1976; Gantz, 1978); but
,

l I

gaps Were founii in-an experimental study (Stauffer, Frost, and Rybolt.,
.

( . ,

1978)
.-and

in three Israeli investigations-(Adoni and.Cohen, 1978; Katz, .

°'
3.. ,

w
' ..,_.

Adoni, and Parness, 1977). '-imitations of
.

studies of television viewers for

comparison-with those discussed previously have already been noted:

When media are viewed in terms of media dependence, Fry (1979) examined

the same data as Becker and Whitney (19§0),and concluded that the- higei% `

the dependence on newspapers, the greater the knowledge gap Cc:a. public

affairs infOrmation (not a statistically. significant finding). There was .

no knowledge difference among respondents who were 'dependent on television.'

The data of Brinton and McKown (1961) can also be compared in ter* of --
. :

readers versus non-readers:' the knowledge gap on'the fluoridttion isssue

among readers is smaller than the gap between non-readers. On the other v."

hand, other data on federal ',Liget deficit and nuclear freeze issues revealed

Zargersgaps among newspaper readers than non- readers (results were mixed for
-

television 'iewers who evidenced'a greater gap on the budget -issue when

4

O
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contrasted with non-viewers; non-viewers showed a greater gap for the

nuclear freeze issue) ,.21

Summary: Media Effects on_Gaps_in One-Shot Studies

The overwhelming bulk of the evidence from one-time case studies IS

for knowledge gaps related to differences in formal education. High and .

moderate levels of mass media publicity may reduce knowledge gaps, but type

of topic and geographic scope of topic may be more important factors in

the development and maintenance of gaps, as well as in their reduction.

Sheer high levels of mass media coverage alone may not necessarily decrease

gaps. ,Other factors which seem to play a role in harrowing gaps include

. presence of conflict in issues, homogeneous social structure oftcommunities

(which pay facilitate'communication'and
consensus on issues), high level of

basic concern.of issue for a community as a wholeand,amount of activity
, .

on issues by organized groups. The mere fact of knowledge gap data in one-

.4 time case studies does' not necessarily mean that media publicity contributed

to increased gaps between high and low SES strata iri the population. Many

of the education-knowledge correlations in the studies discussed abdve are
,

moderate (an example is a Pearsonian correlation of .24). Siich a moderate
..:::

r

correlation may.instead point to ainarrowing of gaps, but one-shot case
*

Audies danot permit confident conclusions about either increased or reduced
. P .knowledge gaps under the influence of high levels of mass media pAhli:city._

Measurement Over Time
" I.

Examination of reSearch-measuring knowledge at two or more times --
.

helps-to shed more light on the relationdhip, although some questions about.

operational definitions of knowledge may be raised. Investigations with

panels will be discussed firsts then surveys utilizingseparate samples will{

be examined.
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Among eleven surveys with panels or combinations ofanels with other

designs, which types of design permit etnierences about can.ssfIty, four'

indicate a decrease in knowledge inequalitia.st_dnar_centaiu-G4nd-it-ilans
. -

in U.S. settings, unless othendise noted (Brown, Ettema, and Luepker, 1981;

Douglas, Westley, and Chaffee, 1970; Galloway, 1976, in a developing country;

Genova and Greenberg, 1979). Three show no change in knowledge gaps over

Ni

time (Star and Hughes, 1950; Bogart, 1957-58, in Greece; Abbott, 1978).

One report of no gap at ither akeasurement focused on a teleclub for

peasant farmers in a deve ping country (Shingi and Mody, 1976). AnOther

did not measure knowledge gain over time (Bishop, Oldendick, ariaTuchfarber,

4'1978) and therefore will not be included in the concluding analysis.' In

addition, the reanalis of Sesame Street data suggested that learning gaps

between advantaged and disadvantaged children increased ,,(Cook, Appleton,

Conner, Sh.ffer, Tankin, and.Weber', 1975). It should be noted that the

independent variable was not exposure to the children's program butAather

"encouragement to view.",A0Another study of Sesame Street which dd measure

viewing found that learning gaps increased between advantaged and disadvantaged
0

;children (Minton, 1972, cited by Liebert, 1976). 01

Of five reports based on separate samples over time, four indicate.

reduction in knowledge differences between more and less educated persons

in the U.S. under certain conditions (Tichenor-Donohue-Olien team, 1973,

1975, 1980; Miller and MacKuenz 1979; Bailey,J971;lecker, Sobowale, Cobbey,

and Eyal,:1978). A portion of Gunaratne's (1976) data suggested increasing
- 1

gaps when compared with the data of Ryan (1952), although the limitations of

this comparison have been pointed out in footnote 12. 'Finally, poll questions

asked over time produced mixed results of increased knowledge gaps for give

topics (Tichenor, Donohue, and Olien, 19701 Erskine, 1963c), three decreases

.47
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(Erskine, 1963a-c), and one ,gap unchanged (Erskine, 1963c).

Summary: Media Effects on Gaps Over Time

Fifteen studies and nine sets of poll data measure knowledge over

time and provide data useful to this

Eleven reports (studies or poll

Information about media publicity is

analysis.

questions) exhibicidecreasing gaps.

hot known for the three poll ques-

tions. Two of the eight studies involve extensive information campaigns,

three relate to high levels of media publicity shout a topic (usually local),

and two concern televised Presidential election debates. One involVes a

teleclub for farmers in a developing country.

Eight reports' (studies or poll questions) eithei demonstrate or

suggest increasing knowledge gaps over time. Media coverage.is not knowt

'for the-five 011 questions, Two of the time trend studies are of Sesame

Street, and but survey is a limited comparison of studies twenty years

apart in a developing country.

Four, reports show no change in gaps between. periods -of measurement.

,One of these is a poll question with no media information provided. ,The-
,

three studies concern information campaigns (one on the U.N. in Cincinnati,

one on human rights in Greece, and one on energTin Madison, Wisconsin).

It should be pointed out that two time-trend studies and three poll

L questions may have resulted in findings of decreasing gaps because of

ing effects since the same questions were asked each time (Erskine, 1962,'1963a -c;

'" Galloway, 1977; Bailey, 1971). Two °the% studies reporting narrowed gaps

may also have used identical questions each tioe,'-but this could not be

7 .

determinedfor certain in their'reports-(Brown, Ettema, and Lnepker, 1981;

Douglas, Westley; and-Chaffee 1970). (All of thd three surveys reporting

no dhange'in gaps used the same questions each time.)
,

a 23
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About two-thirds of the time-trend evidende does not support a hypo-
!,

thesis of increasing gaps with higher levels of.media publicity. Instead,

the evidence favors creases in gaps br no change when media attention is

high. HoweVer, several strong notes of caution.should be heeded. First,

ceiling effects may be confounding the findings of decreased gaps.

Second, type of topic and geographic scope of topic play a very important

role in narrowing knowledge differentials. Third, several special condi-

tions seem to influen& findings of reduced gaps,, such as presence of con-/

flict in issues, high level of organized group activity on issues, individuals'

0
motfiration or interest, and type of community social structure.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The majority of the 58 reports examined suppott the, proposition that

the higher the education, the greater the knowledge of various topics. This

is not the aerie thing as described in the knowledge gap hypothesis, which
1

requires a comparison of varying levels of mass media publicity for topics.

is important to distinguishbetween knowledge gaps found in surveys

taken at one point in time and knowledge gaps discovered in studies taking
A

measurements at several points in time.

In one-time case studies, the frequent finding of moderately sized gaps

may indlcate_that media publicity played a part in decreasing initially

larger gaps.,. However, no firm conclusions can beldrawn about the effect of

high versus low levelS of media coverage in one-shot studies.

The time-trend studies, taken as a whole, suggest that increasing levels

of media publicity may reduce gaps but several other factors may be equally

0
or more influential in narrowing gaps. These include measurement of know-

,

ledge with idedticalPestions pre- and posttest which would produce a ceiling

V

3 0

4 '
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effett4and therefore a competing explanation for decreased gaps. Other

important characteristics are type of topic, geographic scope of topic;
411P

and'tertain conditions which have been discussed in severalof the preced-

ing sections of this, paper. ,

The most frequent characteristics associated with knowledge inequalities

in eikher one-time or time-trend surveys seenito be type of topic and

geographic scop6 of topic studied. Content areas related to gaps include

international and national issues, topics of greater interest, to high-SES

persons t n to low-SES individuals, and knowledge conceptualized in civics-

'type or textbook terms. Gaps occur less frequently or are, small when

topics are local and are likely to appeal to lower SES strata.

Inconsistent results in the diffusion studies in which the less educated

tend to be.more aware of issues than the more educated are most likely to

be explained by the operational definition of knowledge as awareness of

topic time of interviewing or by evening of first news announcement.,

Result's might have beendifferent,,had interviewing taken place later.

In addition, utilizing open-ended questions which allow respondents to

define knowledge in their own terms does not necessarily -lead to findings of

do 'differences, but it may lead to findings of smaller gaps`thati other

'methodologies.

.

Characteristics of research efforts which do not seem to influence

results are populationestudied, method

research, and operational defin tion of.

WheneVer studies are co pared, one

of research, dare and-location of

knowledge gap.

must account for a variety ,of

measurement and conceptual differences and the particular-set of conditions

under which the findings hold.
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Comparability of research findings is a key issue. If results
conflict, perhaps different phenomena were measured. Operational
definitions of knowledge may be dissimilar (e.g., depth versus
awareness knowledge). Even if the type of knowledge is the same,

question wording or measurement may differ (i.e., one study may use a

set of-16 knowledge items- and another May-use-open-ended questions).
Types of media studied may vary, as may measurement of media con-
tact (use, frequency of exposure, ownership, message discrimination,
etc.) An additional difficulty is that not only is measurement of
education usually not explained, but also there.is no "standard"
way to measure it.

Proportions of samples being contrasted may vary. Findings
based-on a -SmaII portion of a sample, such as television news viewers,

are not comparable to results based-on the majority of, another
sample. A further problem is that many authors do not give. infor-

-
mation on response rate at all.

Populations may vary. Random samples drawn from telephone

listings, registered vo$exs, and peasant farmers may yield differ-

ing data because populations were not equivalent. These, in turn,

are unlike a purposive sample of adult non-readers. Results based
.

on a comparison-of low-SES and high-SES communities are not en-
tirely comparable to findings based on individuals who differ in
level of educatkon,or other SES indicators.

Finally,-complicating ,factors in comparisons of poll data
(even though questions over time*are identical) are the order in

which questions were asked, the'nature d.f.preceding questions, and
differences in.sampling methods (i.e., early quota samples and later'
samples when methods were more sophisticated and representative).

4t Future Considerations for Research

A great deal of empirical evidence for knowledge gaps exists;
therefore, we may believe that we know much about gaps under the
influence of media publicity. In fact, we do not know much at all.
Very little research with data on associations between knowledge

. and education has involved mass media coverage of issues and

news topics as a variable. In particular, little is known about
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changes in the education-knowledge relationship over time as media coverage

of topics varies.

' If scholars are-interested in future knowledge gap investigations,

they 6h-to-be-guided-by several considerations.

First, since little is known of the causal influence of media on know-

4131.edy

gapp, not only should measurements be taken at more than one point_in

time, b'ut also panel designs (or panels'in'combinations with other designs

such as the Solomon four-group design) are desirable in order to demonstrate

causal influence of mddia.---Contlusions from an analysis615taiesof

newspaper eff4its-underscorethis point (Weaver, 1978).

Second, future knowledge gap research should systematically vary media'

p ublicity.

Third, the amount of time which.has elapped between measurements is

a variable. Bursts of publicity may reinforce learning from media, but com-

peting information and the forgetting process may intervene:to alter know-.

ledge gaps. The amount of media attention to various topics is in a constant

process of change, and gaps may continually change over tim e as well.

Fourth, measurementof knowledge,oespecially knoWledge gain, is fraught-

with problems. A small pilot studyof learning from the 197e$ Presidential'

debates'points out a number of such' difficulties (Graber, 1978). In addition,

scholars may wish to kriOw of the variety of operational definitions of know-

ledge in past research and to select those which will best answer their

research questions. They may desire to avoid textbook typds of knowledge

definitions, and they may prefer to use ,open-ended questions so that

respondents .can define knowledge in their own terms.. Alp, if statistical

analyses assuming interval-level data are desired,.reseerchers swill want to

33
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measure knowledge and education as continuous 'variables (this does niti( .

Preclude treating them as categorical variables As.well). Ihthe sate vein, ,

a ten-itet test of knowledge at more than one point in titeEan aiAassess-

-; .

meal- of- $nawtedge-gainsi however, this litEYST-therlmotadale that came

studied% The facts of many issues are. complex and, in theory, may have
.

limit or be,so complex that the limit is difficult td achieve. Further,

even if results demonstrate a reduction,of a knowledge gap for a set of ten

items, perhaps the gap increased for other aspects of knowledge of that

partitularwissue. LIfaitinjthe knowledgeto be acquired to a sgt of ten

specific items may be justified in terms of the goals of a particular informa-
-

tioncampaign, but in other'situations, such as a complicated issue, setting
,

knowledge limits may not be justified or realistic.

Fifth, other variables besides education may affect knowledge gaps and
04

therefore be.of interest, but these variables may also be related to differ-
.

ences in education. Level of education has beet found to berelated to

interest (e.g., interest in Presidential debates, Graber,.1978), to opinion-, A

iioidik (e.g., Schreiber, 1978), and' to behavior (e.g., buying of children's.

books advertised on'television, Werner, 1975).

Sixth; since level of education frequently is positively associated with

knowledge, some scholars maywant to explore this relationship from any of

several vantage points. One is expladation of the relationship (e.g.,

Samuelson, Carter, and Ruggels, 1963; Palmgreen, 1979; Childers qith Post, 1975;

Tichenor, Donohue, and Olien, 1970). Another is from thh view that social-

structural variables frequently predict behavior beause social-proCesses tend

to be relatively stable. But certain stations and events can-disrupt

these social procesbes., It is in such cases that media may play a role that

is not cqnstrainedby social structural variables (Davis, 1977).
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Upper-SES strata have access to more information d to more accurate

information than do low-SES strata through print media, especially specialiied

print media, organizatidn memberships, formal schooling, family norms foster=
- -

ing achievement, and high-status personal contacts. GrOups Often are parts

of networks of larger organizations which further enI arice opportunities to

acquire knowledge. The result is a severely cons9, icted flow :of accurate
0

information about public affairs to low-SES groups, a flow that consigns low-
.

SES strata to a more closed information system than that of upper-SES Strata.
,

.

Messages circulating in,the lower-SES subsystem tend to concern gossip,,rutor,
.

$ .

..and folklore affairsmore often than public affairs topics (Childer with Post, 1975).

/--
Much communication to low-SES strata tends to be one-way from mass media or

41.01 * upper-SES strata, and one-way communication can be irrelevant or misinterpreted

(Childers with Post).

It is sometimes argued that low -SES persons have a

knowledge that do high-AS persons; however, low-SES

sarily useful for social mobility or aduancement:o

vis-i-vis the Center of power in society. Frequent

the point of view of providing them with infOrmati

advance theirinteres. Public affairs knowledg

upon which social power is based. iesearchers may

rent kind of

owledge'is not neces-

w-SES individuals

it is detrimental from

which they can use to

1

s the kind of-knowledge

lect to examine public

affairs topics of potential interest to the disadvantaged. Scholars working

within an information-Seeking framework may want.to follow up on the observa-

tions of Suominen (1976) and 'Childers withyost that the disadvantaged may

not be able to view,their problems in terms of informationneeds,.and when

theY do seek information, may not be very, active in hhe search:
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further, knowledge differentials depend -on how Information campaigns

and information delivery systems ar.e organized. Bealth and agricultural

diffusion programs'iwdevelopin, nations tend to be set up not to benefit'

the.poor but to serve the well-to-do fareIrs, landowners; anskthe government

in power (Raing, Ascroft, and 14a Chege, 1976; Rogers, 1976; McAnany, 1978).-

Diffusion studies which find positive relationships among such variables

as knowledge, adoptiOn, income level, edu ational levelassmedia exposure,

etc.,"have failed to perceive these variables as parts of a broader and-more

crucial factor:, society's power structute" (Beltran, 1975:2:190).
---%

American media also are structured to benefit the upper stratum. Some
,

work has emphasized the stratgication of'Social power and knowledge control

mechanisms in the Tichenor, and Donohue, 1982; Ti4billor,
J

Donohue, and 0lien,d980). =Other work has suggested implications of infor-
r-

mation redistribution 4McNelly, 1973).

Knowledge disparities maybe exacerbated by the relitively.recent change

in the structure of the national economy, which increasingly is based on

information allocation:(Smit,h, 1975). In light of this; scholars also may
, ' .

0

wish to consider Katzman's (1974) hypotheses that new communication technolo-

gies may ihcrease knowledge inequalities,.not only because,of unequal access,

but also because of unequal use,,especial1 if access and use are finked
1

socioeconomic differences.

Scholars may wish:t reviewseveripoiicy implications of knowledge

gap research-in light o the evidence presented in this paper and the sugges-
t

tions for further research. In.ciaes in which positive, associations between
a

edUcationand knowledge are weak, researchers may desire to specify more

conditions under which the relationship'isIttenuated. Perhaps the mash

media have greater influence on reduction of knowledge gaps than previously

eGayertel. L
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believed. In situatidns in which. evidence for positive relationships

between education ind knowledge is substantial, some scholars may wish

to consider how such social disparities should be addressed with regard

to decisions` about research topics, allocation of resources, and formulation

of social policy. The shift in research emphasis from the traditional model'

to other perspectives which de-Or emphasize SES variables indirectly may be

supportive of the Reagan Administration's stance that the less advantaged

do not requite much support from social Trograms. To what exten is

research presently concentrated on topics linked to social progr
. 'Have.

social scientists, stopped studying social inequalities because the orientation

of government has changed?

Scholars interested in knowledge gap research may qdh to investigate

the complex sets of.factors that bound social, classes, impede-sbdial mobility,

and jead to further unequal distribution of knowledge. Creatinka more,

equitable knowledge distribution; assuming-that this is a desirable goal in a

democratic society, is not just a matter4of-redistributing information. The
.

.

knowledge gap is not merely an information gap or a communication effects gap;
/

it is part of a gap between well-bounded social'stratagrand it reflects dis-

parities in information as one among many resources which are less available

to lower SES groups in society.
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o
2
See Beltran (1975) for one discu6sion'of ideology in research.

3
However, two factors may have affected this result. One is that a news-.

paper strike had idled the afternoon paper, alikely news vehicle for
the faculty group. Another is that the faculty community was canvassed
'about a day after the event and the ;laboring community not interviewed
until'three and'a half days had elapsed after the event.

4
Although a number of early diffusion studies, polls, and dthet research
tended to find more men than women aware of a, topic, this was not always
thelcase,and gender diffeencesotem to havabeen dependent partly on '. ,
topic. In,mote recent reaearchT,sex differences in knowledge are not
oftan found. ' 1, i

5
Besiaes Greenerg (1964), these studies are: ,-1":

, ,...

Men4lsohn, 1964; Sheatsley and Feldman, 1964; Hill and Bonjean,' 1964;
Spitler and Spitzer, 1965;IBanta, 1964; Burchard, 1964. They are cited
in Spitzer and Denzin (1965).

i

.

40

1
4*

.6
Thesel are Deutschthann and'banielson, 1960; Danielson, 1956 (Ao knowledge
results by education); Larsen and Hill, 1954; Bogart, 1950-51; and ,

Medalta and Larsen, 1958.
1 .

1

7A "reterse gap" appears for two events; however, when the,sample'is divided
by ra4e.' No -whites'tended cattle whole to be less educated than the
whited (resp ctive percentages wit less than a high school education were

.

60.6 d 38.3 '. Non-whites had A rd of the deaths of the twp-hlack
'public figures, Malcolm X and Evers, in gr to proportions than whites.
(More* hires than non-whites were aware the death of Rockwell, a white
Anerica Nazi party leader.)

t
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8
The& thieeresearch reports deal.with an ongoing study. The 1975 and,
1980' repo'rts are updateS on the 1973 article. In, future references the
three reports will be termed the work of the Tichenor-Donohue-Olien
research team.

_Three studies testing knawledge -gap hypotheses are not reported in detail
here. because their content is not as relevant to this analysis as the

..A, other studies described. They are: (a) Suzanne Patricia Tainter,
Local Media Coverage of Community Issues: Does It Widen the Knowledge Gap?,
unpublished master:p thesis, University.of Wiscohsin, 1978; (b) Christopher
G. Egueke, Involvement in News Events and the Knowledge Gap Hypothesis,
unpublished master's thesis, University of Wisconsin, 1979; and '(c)
Clifford Wayne Scherer, bifferential Knowledge Gain from a Media Campaign:
A Field Exper1ment, unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University, of Wisconsin;
177, on dairymen.

10
Brown, et al,also found that gaps in moti=vation widened.- Motivation was,
measured by age and by erceived:rtsk of cardiovascular disease.

11
A measure of "composit interest" (self-interest and social interest
combined) did about as well as education in predicting factual knowledge,
but composite interest as a better predictor of structural knowledge thant,
education was.

12
Gunaratne's data collected in 1971 and Ryan's data from1951 are not 'directly
comparable because Ryan's respondent were male heads of households and4 - Gunaratne's iespondents were'females, male heads of households and male non-
household heads. Gunaratne's comparison over time wassof Ryan's male household
heads and ehe 1971 data,on all males for only e40 villages andtwo types of

kknowledge. Both studies used the same questions on knowledge of Ceylqp4se
national affairs and of mechanical/scientific knowledge. Two items on the
scale of international knowledge were updated and are not directly comparable.
Two additional areas of knowledge were include4,in Gunaratne's study but
not Ryan's; these _are family planning methods and demonetization. Further,
Gunaratne excluded one of the three-yillages in Ryan's'study and added two
others to 'hp' investigation.

13
Liebert also cites the work of Minton (1972) which showed that the first
year of viewing "Sesame Street" led to gains for advantaged children only.
in the sample. In addition, Salomon (1976:141) discussed an Israeli study
which also Mound SES diffegences; hoWever, "low SES children. . .learned
more in areas of perceptual analysis and discrimination; --w4erediv middle-

class :children'learned mote in areas of abstraction and synthesis."
41.

14
Beltrans(1975) makes a distinction that otkers have also made between 1-

"system- blame" and "person- blame:)' He.would not necessatilyNgliscard the.
traditional model, but -he would shift his analysis-to characteristics the
social system-ratherithan to characteristics of the individual. I would
_suggest that rblame',1 is not the point of scientific analysis; rather the
goal is tb determirie causes ofphenomena. These causes may nbt neqpssarily
be "fault."
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15
Oeher studies with relevant data may well exist but were not found.
I would appreciate having any studies with relevant data. which have, een
omitted to be calleeto my attention. .

.

16
Since these tables were constructed, two other studie? with data on

A

expAure to television and radio news, awareness of news items, and know-
ledge gaps have been called to my attention... These are: Katz, Adoni,______
and Parness, 1977; and Adoni and.Cqhen, 1978. ,A fuller scussion of
these two studies appears under the headings,."Assessme1of Knowledge
Gap Evidence," "One-Time Measurement."

'17
Ttlis.survey_(Bishop, Oldendick, and Tuchfarber, 1978)', states tfiattht
"knowledge-rich" got "richer"; however, this assumption is not based on their
own data but on Graber's (1978) dataYon 21 indiOlduals6d on a mimeographed
report of Alan Abramowiti, "The First Debate: A Study of Attitude Change,"
Williamsburg, Va!, College of William and-Mary, 1977. I have not examined
the latter report. Graber's pilot study of learning in depth included
two persons with a grade school education, slk with high school educations,
and thirteen with college educations.

The statement, "On the awareness Of political issued, watching the presiden-
.

tial debates appeared to widen the existing information gap between the.
knowledge-rich and the knowledge-poor," appeared on p. 99 of an article
by Bishop, et al, in thg'Journal Of Communication 28:4:99 -113 (1978),
entitled Debate 'Watching ands the Acquisition of Political Knowledge.'
This article contains much of-the same type of information as does their
1978 book chapter, and the gtaement appears to be based on the Abramowitz

I

articleand Graber's chapter.
. 4P

18There, ,rt
was a slim gain:of. .41 in_the average-score of the grade-school

eddcated group, but scores of groups,with more education had'declined by
she end of.tte Campaign. . ,..I

19
Some scholars contend that categorical and ordinal data may be treated
in statistical analysig as if they were equal interval data. Others argue
that consideilble error will result if this is done. The reader is referred
to two discussions of this problem:. s

a) Bollen, KennethA. and.Kenney H. Barb. '"Pearson'g A and Coarsely
Categorized Measures." American Sociological Review 46:232-39 (1981).

- ..

b).Hewes, Dean. "'Levels of Measurement' Problem in Communication
Research: A Review, Critique, and Partial Solution." ,Communication
Regearch 6:87-127 (1978). , . - ,

i.-

-r
.. .s.----

20
One study not included in the tables Put referred to in the text of this

.

paper apparently coded education. as a continuous variable, but what was
'actually measured was educational level ofthe household head. This was 2
compared with the- respondent's knowledge of the issue, but the respondent
'was not necessarily the head 'of the house o d. The study is Billtena,

.

Rogers-, and4Conner, 1978 (a knowledgb g the issue was found).

.
1. 40
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This information is from a letter to the author from David W. Moore,
Associate Professor of Political Science,University of New Hampshire,
Durham, N.H., on May 26;1982. He cited data analyzed by his student,
Carolyn Eisenhut, in her paper, "Does a Knowledge Gap Exist in New
Hampshire ?? ? ? ", May 10, 1982.

4
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TABLE 1: CHARACTERISTICS or SAMPLES

, DATES OP LOCATION
RESEARCH or RESEARCH,unuoits

SAMPLE SIZE* COMPLETION POPULATION* DESIGN*
RATE

40

NO. 0
POINTS
IN TIME

L.

'

Abbott
(1978)

.

.'

1976-1977 Madison. Wisc.

.

Approx. 1,220
at II; approx.'
1,148 at T2

(treatment &
control groups
combined)

852 at T1
802 at T2
of drawn
samples

Readers of
morning news-
paper

Modification
of Solomon
4-group
design

2

2. Adams,
Montt; 64
Wilson
(969)

March 28-
April 2,
1967

13 metropolitan
areas across
the country

2,646 s
(Of whom
1,456 or 552
repqcted hear-
ing of event

Not given Listings in
telephone

directories
4 "other
methods ".

\ 1 -shot

\case study
1

3.

f

Alien 6
Colfax
(1968)

Apritl -3,
1968

Willi:antic,
Conn.

79 (weighted
to 150)

.

,

."71% of
drawn
sample

"All house-
holds in
c

: :(:11111111r

information)

1-shot
cams study

1

4 Atkin.
Galloway,
S Nays=
(1976)

,

.
1. Nov. 6,

1972

2. 7411
1972

1. National

(SRC**)

2. Cities Lv
Michigan &
Colorado

1. 846 (sub-
set of nat.
(sample)

2. 1486(Mich.)
.

171 (Colo.)
(not random)

.

1. Not
given

2. Not
given

-

1. Not given
(may be regis-
tared voters)
Z. Endergradu-
alas in corms'.
ication classes

1. Data
from 1 wave
of panel .

2. Panel
(conveni-
once sample)

,

1. 1

2. 2

5. Salley
(1971)

March 9-10
4 April 30-
May 1, 1970

Madison, Wisc.,
4 surrounding
area

NI ,162 (Ti)
Ni 120 (22)

84,2 for

both sass-

plea cos-
bind

Listings is
telephone
directory

Separate
sample
pretest 4
point& -,

2

6. Becker,
Soboumle,
Cobbey,
4 Eyal
(1978) .

Fall 1976
(T1-- pre -

debates
Ts -else -

tion eve)

Onondiga County
in upstate New
York

. '

NI 104
92 - 297
N. 256
64 - 427
N5 - 233

Not, given Registered
voters (no
other infor-
motion)

S waves,
separate
samples

5

7. Becker 6

Whitney
(1980)

Fall 1977

.

Franklin County
Ohio (contains
'Columbus)

548 Not given Listings in
phone directory
('konsebold

heads, M 4 F)

1-shot
case Buggy

1

8. Banton 6
Frazier

(1976)

Jan. 29-
Fab. 9, .'Minn.
1975

Minneapolis 111
.

532 of
drawn
sample

Housdholds
area wide
sampling

1 -shot.

use study
1

9:

.

Barelson,
Lazarsfald
6 Mahe*
(1954)

. .

June-Nov.
1948

Elmira, N.Y.

.

T1 : 1029 June
T2 : 881 Aug.
T3 : 814 Oct.
T4 : 944 Nov.
(N 746, all
4 waves)

811 of
drawn sam-
pie (T1)
592, all 4
waves

Dwelling units,
area wide
sampling .

methods

4-wave
panel

only .

1 reported
(22)

.

.

10.

.
Bishop,
Oldendick
and

Tuchfarber
(1978)

Fall 1976
T1: pre-

debates
T3: post

election

Greater
Cincinnati,
Ohio .

. .

4d0 panel.

138 control T2 s

280 control 23
(Totel: 898)

Not given

1

'

.

Listings in
telephone
directory

3ave
panel plus
2opoittest
only con-
trol groups

3

(but kaowledge
gain not
measured)

II. Bogart

(1957-58)
Sept.-Oct.
1952 6
Jan. 4-11
1953

.

Salonica, Greet
(treatment city)
Petra., Greece
(comparison
city)

Salonica panel
352 T1, 285 T2;
62.494,213.254

Nitres: 246 T1,
266 T2

Not given
'

Adults listed
in files of
official ideal- ,

city card
ho1ders

.

Salonica:
2-wave
panel + 2
separate
samples T2

2

-

12. Bogart
(1950-51)

approx.

1948 or 49
'

"Westerntown, a
prairie commun-
icy of °25,000*

2Qp random
sample (plus
68 leaders) '

*
Not giVen ' Listings is

telephone
directory

1-shot
case study

1

llt, Stint=
& McHowal6
(1961)

-approx.

1960.r,
Menlo Park, Cal.
(fluoridation
not hot-topic
,here.but is in

nearby Palo
Alto)

294

0
,

'

592 of
drawn

sample

'

Palo Alto
newspaper
route lists,
nonsubscribers

. mkt door (all
women)

1ihot
Case 'Study;

reader(,
non-readers
compared

1 -

14. Brown,

Ettema 4
Luepkar

(1961)

approx. '

1979 or 80
I% pre-test
T2 (not

reported)
Z3 post-

test

2 communities .

in southwestern
Minnesota
(treatment 4
comparison)

.

250 at T1
(100 pane1)111.
+ 150 It T2
+ 150 ACT.
(Combined Ss) '

Not given

Tsplei show
87 panel
in true-
meat- oom-'"'

amity,
91 cooper:
ison catty.

List of octu-
dwellings
fled from

phone directory
4 tax 4 utility
records

'7: ,

.

3-wave
panel plus
2 posttest
only control
groups

2

reported
out of
3 waves

.

o
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SABLE 1, continued (Characteristics of Sunit)

DATES OF LOCATION SAMPLE SIZE*
RESEARCH OF RESEARCHAUTHORS

41

NO OF
COMPLETION POPULATION* DESIGN* POINTS

IN TIMERATE

15.
,

Budd,

MacLean,
4 Barnes

(1966)

Oct. 15-16,
1964 .

Iowa City, Iowa

.

.

327 62% of drum;
seep la, but

83% of all
contacts

Listings in
telephone
directory

cl

1-shot
case study

1

16. 3uss &
Hofstetter
(1981)

July-Aug.
1978

'

Youngstown,
Ohio (compared
with Lordstown,
Ohio)

284 steel-
workers
80 auto-
workers

85%. treat-
sent group
(steelwkrs)
80% auto-
workers

Employees of

Youngstown
steel plant 4
Lordstown auto
plant.

1-shot
use study
with
comparahn
group

1

17. Clarke 4

nine
(1974)

e

Not given

.
,

Ann Arbor, Mich

o

137

.

Not given Household heads
excluding stu-
dent or faculty
areas (no other
information)

1-shot
case study

1

. 18. Deucschmenn
(1963)

0

Not given Saucio,C61cm-
bin (small
village in the
Andes .

71 (not av'
sample bute,
population)

902 All household 1-shot
heads use study

'

1

19. Ceutschaann
4 Danielson
(1960) :"

Nov. 1957
Lansing:Ike
Jan. 1958
**corer I
June 1958
Alaska

Lansing, Mich.
(all 3 topics)
Madison, Wisc.
(Expl., Alaska)
Palo Alto
(Explorer /)

Respectively:
81 218 (Ike)
N2 179 (Explorei)
N3 94 (AliskA)
Na 133 (Explorer)
85 - 181 (Alaska)
Ng 39 (Explorer)

Ranges 67%-
85% of
drawn sae-
plea but
about 95%
of contacts

,

Listings in 1-shot
telephone case
dIrectorieb studies

.

1

20. Donohue, 0
Tichanor,
4 Olien
(1975)

1. 1970 4
1972

2. 1969
.through
1972

1. 4 northern

Minnesota
cosma6ties

2. 16 Minnesota
communities

Ranges frog
96 to 131

Not given
(see
Tichenor
et al
1980)

Community 1. 2 waves,
households, separate
ere& wide' samples
sampling 2. 1-shot

case studies
(comparisons)

1. 2

-

2. 1

21. Douglas,
Wescley
4 Chaffee

(1970)

Sept. 1965
& April

1966

Reedsburg, Wisc

(treatmentasty)
Richland Center
(compsrisosr.
commmnity)

Iteedsburg T1,
108; T2, 85-
lich..Ctr.. Ti
7+; Tr, 6
(appiox: figs.)

11: 81% of
drain 'amp ,commamitpon
plc, !Coeds-
'berg. 'eel'
in R.C.

Households in 2-wave
panels in

electric pawn treatment
cal trtilitT 4 compsrlsmr-
lists comunities.

2

.
22. Douglass

-4 Stacey

(1972)

Spring,

1968

National

(NORC+)

1,482 Not given Not given 1-time
'poll

1 a.4,--

.

23. Edelstein
(1973)

-.

Oct. 1968

.

Seattle, Wash. Not clear--
689 or more

.

Not given. Households in 1-shot
city limits, .. case study
area wide
sampling

1

24. Erskine )
(1962,,
1963a;b,c)

late 1940s
to 1962

National

(several poll
°spills/L[10as)

Not given

e

Not given Not given polls:
. 1 to 3

waves

1,

2,

& 3
. .

25. Path/
(1973)

March 5-7,
1971

Calgary, Canada
(population

600,0001\

186 74% of p

drawn awe-
ale, 94%
of contacts

Listings in 1-shot
telephone . case study .

directory

*.

1

26. Fry

(1979)

-

Fall 1977

Mid-1964,
Cid -1961,

late 1.967 I

..alumbus, Ohio

(some dita as
Becker 4
Whitney)

2 villages'in
Luckmom region,
India (treat-
meat 6 coepari-
son)

548

192 (treat -'

mani 4 cooper-
ison both)

.

Not given
.

'Not given ',Peasant

Listings in 1-shot ,

telephone case study
directory

i- ...t.,,...---;
farmer 3-Wive

household panels in
heads treatment, .

comparison
villages

'c
- ,

1

1

3

.

.

27. Galloway
(1977)

28. 'Gallup poll

(1977)

Oct. 20-24,
1977

National 1,517 II% Not given Not given 1-time poll
'

1 t

29. Gantz .

(1978)

.

July 1,2,3
and 7-10.
1975

'(between
7:13, and '

9:30 p.m.)

II

Lansing
Michigan

A
.

243

(293 had viewed
the evening tiers,

out of 563 inter-
vieWd; 50 dis-
carded because of
slightly differ-
eat questionnaire)

,

114% (of yliii

numbers sal-
acted)

(8% refused,
32% had not
watched the
news, rest
had discon-
nectid'aumbers
or were ineli-
gible for 'rani
ous reasons

Listingiin 1-shot
Lansing Area case study
Telephone
Directory (1975)

,

...

1

.

.

,

.

.

.
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I' TABLE 1, continued ,Characteristics of Samplas)

ADTEORS Dliis or
af.SFJJ.C4

LOCATION ,SAMPLE SIZE*
Of RESEARCH

,

COMPLETION POPULATION* DESIGN*
RATE

42

NO. OP
POINTS
IN TIME

30. Gaziano
(1982)

.

.

*

I

Mid7March
and first

.
week of
Apr1,1 1980

.

_
o

.

a inner-city
neighborhood
to Minneapolis
Minn.

.

.

239'

,

.

,

r
68rof con-
tact* with
eligible
members of
sample

.../

f
Households with
listed tele- '

phone :lumbers
in the neighbor-

hood (Blocks
selected at
random and
households sol-
acted within'
blocks at
tandem)

1-shot

case study
1 . ,

1

.

31. Genolik &

Cr:mints
' (1979)

Aug. 1974

(2. feriods.

10,days
apart)

. .

15 communities
in Greater Lai-
sing, Mich.,
excluding Lan-
sing proper

253

.

632 of(
drawn sam-
pie, but
higher rate
of contacts

Listings in.
telephone
directoiy

-

2-wave
panel

S

.

2
...

32. Gunaracne

(1976

approx.)

1971 .

.

Sri Lanka
(Ceylon)

4 villages

.

N2* 131
N2. 117
N2* 99
Ne 2$

,

872-892 of
drawn
samples

3 villages: .

household lists
1 village: an
electoral list

1-shot.
case study

.

1

(compared with
with 191 .

study)
33.

1,

Hofstetter,
Zukln,
4 Buss

(1978)
.

Oct. 3-

.
tov -4

-..

.1972

.

National 3403k
1

Not given Primary Saar

Fling Units,
stratified into
4 sub-sanples

1-shot
case study

1

_.-
34. Kanervo

(1979)
1974.

\.. s

Barquisinato,
Venezuela

636 (206fron
panel + 430)

Not given Households,

area wide
sampling

Panel +
separate
sample

Only
1 wave
reported-

35. Ent 4
° Rush .

(1976f

-

Early Nov.
1974

f

Gainsville,
Fla.

NI* 59
42* 68
Nr 23

.

Ni: 592
;t2: 612

Ii3:42%

Elderly in 3
organizations,
nose - random

.

1-shot

case study
1

.

' 36. Kraus,
Medlin'. .

4 E1 -48ga1(
(1963)

Not gi

. . .

Madiun-sized
Mid-western
college town

236

..___ .... , _

942 of
drawn
smile

Residents,
area wide
sampling

1-shot
case study

I

1

,

37. Larsen
4 04114

(1954)

Aug. 1-3,
19530

areas)

Seattle, Wash:
(2.communiry

1474 aculty
coemdity,
137 laboring
community
(ndt random)

942 facial-
ty, 782
laborers

.

All adult rest-
dents, faculty;
all adults in
every other
house, laborers

1-not ,

case study
comparing
communities

1 io,

-

38. LAST

(1969)4

.

-

Not given,.
approx. '

1968-69

'

National 1,200

S

.

..

Not given

*

12 reepondentivehehot
selected frost
each of 100

'"sampling ate."

case study
1 '

.

.

39. Lounsbury,
.° Sandstrom.

4 DeVault ,

(1979)

August 1975

°

-

Trousdale
County, Tenn;

288 (from 12
of panel)

-
.

Not given
(r2 N
82% of
T1 2)

Listings in
"public
directories"

.

2-wave
panel

.

1 wave

reported
of 2

° 40. McNally &
Deutschman
(1463)

3-day period
in 1962

,

San Sosi, .

Costa Rica
150
.

,
96.22 of
drawn
sample

Male
S
household

heads in 3
barrios of high,
law, mad. SES

1-shot
case study

1

41...11c:telly 4

Molina
(19f2)

Jan. -Tab.

1969 .
Liba, Peru

1

632

,

.81.5% of
drawn sea-
ple,lbut
2.32 refus-
al rate)

Male household
heads (no other
information)

0

.

1-shot
case study

.

1

,

', 42. McNally,

, ,Rush 6
Bishop
(1968)

April .15.

1967

A.

Medina, Wisc.-
.

273 Not given

.

.

6

Adults in city
(no other
information)

1-shot
cue study

.

1

--43. MedaLtz 4

.(721)

April 19;
1954 -

Seattle, Wash.

.

964

1

96% of"
drawn
sample

Listings in
telephone
directory

1-shot
case study

1

.

.

44. Mille6
Marina
(1979)

.
-

Hid-Sept., .
darly,Nov.
1916 Studies)

.

National (Ctr.
for Political

2,871 Not given

,-

Not given

.

.

2 waves,

separate
samples

2 .

.



TABLE 1, continued (Characteristics of Samples)

AUTHORS DATE OF LOCATION SAMPLE SIZE* COMPLETION POPULATION* DESIGN*
RESEARCH OF RESEARCH RATE

4st

.1

NO. OP
POINTS
LN TIME.........

--
.

45. Neuman Spring 1971 San Francisco 232 (75% of Not given Listings in 1-shot 1(1976) Bay Area news-viewing tele:lona case study '
households) doemcrories' 0'

.

.

_

.
46. Nnaemeka Oct.-Nov. 3 small subur- 140 (suburban 93.3% of Households in 17shot 1(1976) . 1975 ban communities communities) drawn sam...' suburban cam- case study

in an urban ple --urban: unities and . (comparison
county; 6 sam- 136 .4rural 91.7% of rural towns 4 of urban '4

i plc units in communities) drawn sam- townships, area rural areas)
%, ,,.% ' rural county ple--rural. wide sampling.

Minnesota)
.

47. Pal:woes Nov. 1973 Toledo, Ohio 189 (local Not given Every other 1-shot,(1979) issue sample (Sat 1975 household w/in case study
184 (natl.) Ph.D. die- selected block.

'issue sample) sertation, clusters .
,

U. of Mich.) .

48. Robinson 1968 National -Nor reported Not 14 Not given. Not given 1

.

(1972) (other data (SRC**)
.

reported
also)

.

.

49. Robinson 1. 1964 1, Detroit area 1. 557 Sot- given Not given for "tushot 1. 1(1967). 2. 1964 2. National 2. 1,429 Not given 'either study case studies 2. 1 ,

_ .50.,Rogers 1963-64 5 villages in 225 100% All farm 1-shot . 1(1965-66) Colombia (mod- operators case study,
urn & tradi-

. comparing
tional cos- .

villages
pared),.

.
.- t

51. Shingi 1972 The Najaf garb Treaumenc: 80, ,100%.at 12, cs of farm- 2-wave pausal 2A Mody Block in Delhi T1 & 48 at T2 ?treatment era attending treatment treatment.(1976) Union Terri- (30 saw both N at T2 teleclubs in group, pre- 1
tory, India Orogramsk is 60%. of 2 villages, test only comparison

Comparison vil- of T2 1 compared with comparisot
lags: 23 (38% of non-teleclub group

Ti 22.ssm group.
.

.

above)
,

..

52. Spitzer Nov. 1963 6 broad urban 111 Sot given Not given 1-shot 1A Denzin locales & a
case study

,(1965) ,
rural area in
Midwestern

I'
eccranity

-

53. Star & Sept; 1947 Cincinnati Pre -test: 745 Not given Not given Panel 4 , "2Hughes & Mar. Ohio (NORC+). Posttest:
. separate(1950) 1948 - 592 panel + sample,

, 1
. 758 new sample - posttest .

54. Stauffer, May-June Suburban Boston 67 students Not given Uddergraduates Non-random, 1Frost 4. 1977 ' Students; Wor- 61 pop - readers (not random experimental experimental
Ritolt, . curer /Brockton (experimental) samples) & controll, & controls,(1978) s

adults in non- 20 students in adult non- posttest ,reader pro... control group readers in ,onlyVs=
- experts's:Ital.\

- pup.

55. Tichenor, 1969, '70, 19 Minnesota Ranges trot Over.all Area slide 1-shot case 1
.

Donohue, '71, '72, colo:Lit/as 88 to 183 rate 91.7% sampling of ,studies & & 2
1& Olien '76' (urban, rural, r of drawn designated 2 -wave sap- '

.(1980) suburban) . j
s! sample community orate sample=

56. Tichenor, 1. Sas 415- 1. See 015 1. See'015 1. See 015 1. See 015 1. See 015 1.,1Donohue, (Budd,et ja) 2. National 2. Not given 2, 3. Noc , 2. Noc given 2. Not given 2. 2-4& Olien 2. 1949 -65 3. Sot given 3. 295 strike AVM 3. Not given 3. 1-shot 3. 1(1970) (AIPO/Roper)'4. Minneapolis- cot& 96 in , 4. 94% of 4. Households;' communities 4. 1. 3. 1960 St. Paul, non-strike cmty. drawn area wide compared4. Apr. 1968 Minn. 4. 600 sample sampling 4. 1-shot '

,case study'.

57. Tichenor, 1969 15 communities Not given Ranges Soc given 1 -shot 1Rodenkig- Spring 197a in Minnesota (See Tichenor, from 86% (See #5, case
.

than, ' Pall 1970 et al, 1980) to 100% of Tichenor,ac 111, studies
iOlien, & Spring 1971 drawn 1980) (communities

-Donohue
samples compared)(1973)

,
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TABLE 1,.continued (Characteristics of Samples)

LOCATION SAMPLE SIZE*
OF RESEARCH

AUTHORS 'DATE 01
RESEARCH

COMPLETION POPULATION* DESIGN*
RATE

44

NO. OF
POINTS
LN TI

58. Wade 4
Witsama

1957 sciancielational
1964 public (SRC")

1957: 1,919
1964: 1,570

Not given
Not given

Not given for
either topic

. 1-time poll
data (1964

1. 1

(1969) affairs
'poll is 4th
of 4 waves)

Z. 1

* All samples are random samples, unless otherwise noted.

** SIC University of Michigan Survey Research Center.

* NORC National Opinion Research Center, University of Chicago.

Se* footnote 5 for other 'studies of the same event, President Kennedy's assassination.
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TABLE 2: TOPICS, KNOWLEDGE CHARACTERISTICS, AND DATA COLLECTIdk METHODS

AUTHORS INTERVTEW TOPICS
amp TYPE OF

OF KNOWLEDGE

45

HOW KNOWLEDGE ES MEASURED

(OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS)

1. Abbott

(1978)
Mail

.

If

Energy . Depth Score computed from number of correct
responses to 16 -item test with yes/no
and multiple choice answers.* Same
test given before and after campaign.

2. Adams.

'Mullen, and
Wilson
(1969),

Phone Pope Paul's Encyclical
reaffirming Catholic
ChUrch's position on
birth control

Awareness Nominal: had respondent heard about
the event by time of.interview.+

.....
.

.

I

3.

e

Allen &
Colfax
(1968)

Not clear
if phone or
in-person

President Lyndon Johnson's
decision not to run again
for President

Awareness

\

Nominal had respondent heard of
Johommtplans for electionby
time of interview*.

4. Atkin,

Galloway
& Nayman
(19761

1. In-

person .
2. In-class

question-
mire

1. Presidential election
4 general civics-type
information

2. National, state, Local
campaign.information

'

Depth

.
-

1. Score computed from number of
correct answers to 6-item tept+

2. Score computed from numbs* of
correct answers so a number of
queftione+

5. Bailey

(1971)

Phone
,...

.

Earth Day ( "E- Day ") to

...promote awareness of en-
vironmant, ecology
on April 22, 1970

Awe:rinses

.

5-point index computed from answer; to
2 items: 5 - knowledge of both items:
(1) what did the "E" scan for?+
(Z7 what was the data of E-Day?+

Same questions at T1 and Tz.
,

6. Becker,.

Sobowale,
Cobbey,,
& Eyal/
(1978)

Phone 1976 Presidential. :lec-
tion debates (important
things about the candi-
dates an their stands on
issues)

Awareness
& depth ° 4.c,

c

4 '

1. Could respondents name 1 or more
.

important things about Fqn, 441ter.
(asked in all 5 waves)

oc 2. Did candidata favor/oppita,each

ofssexeral issue:it+ (asked 1st 2 waves)

7. Becker &
Whitney
(1980)

Phone

. .

Local: 'name mayor 4 party, Depth w

---.

0

8

..

cs

.

4 items summed to create index of

local knowledge/national knowledgs+

w(range 0-4)

.

.

°

give information on busing
4 solid waste disposal.
National: name Congressman
4 party, siva information
on Pagan Canal, foreign
oil dependence, *

,

3. Renton 4
Frazier 7

(1q76)

In-persca
.

The economy (problems,
UMW. solutions; pro &
con rationales for solu-
time; actors on issue)

Avarenees
& depth-

,

Not deseribed.(questions were
opeh-andad)+ Apparently both 9
nominal and continuous measurement.

Q
9. Sett:Leone

Laarsfeld,
& McPhee

(1954)

.

,In-person
.

Presidential candidates'
stands on issues in the in

1948 campaigh 11
,

Awareness

;

.

Nominal: hearing of Taft-Bartley law,
Stands of Truman and Dewey on it.
Stands of each,on price controls.*

. 1
-

.....10.

da

Bishop,
Oldendick, &
Tuchfarber
(1978)

Phgne

0 .

1976 Presidential eigition
debates MP

. .

Awareness
4 depth

.

.

1., 5-point index based on answers to
set of items on 4 issue stands of

4 Carter.** 2. Nominal: aware
dire of any important difference
betveed the two,candidatee.4-.

' 11.

.

Bogart

(1957-58)

.
En-person

-

-

Universal Declaration of
Rumen Rights, ideals of
freedom con to Greece
4 U.S., individuals' rights

.

Aware:lees.
& depth

'

Awareness (anginal} of a list of :.

' rights Of citizens Lava daeocracy+.
Saaequeitions at Tz andtTz.

, .

.

.12.

.

Bogart

(1950-51)
Phone
(random
sample)

.

local girl selected to
appear on New York Philhar-
manic radio broadcast

Awareness

..,,,,,,che

.
Nominal: had respondent heard of

event (asked about 3 weeks-later)+

..... ,

13. Brinton
4 Magma
(1961)

' Mail ques-
tionnaires
distributed
to hoses .

Fluoridation (hot topic in ,

Palo Alto paper read by
respondents in Menlo Park,
whore topic VAS not hot)

Depth

.

Score computed from number of correct
answers to 10.-fteu multiple choice
test+ --' ,.. .

. o e
" 4.

. Brown

Enema &
Luepkei
(1981) .

Not given 1

(may be
in-person)

Health: prevention of car-.
diovascular disease

a

Depth
.

.

,

Score, computed from sum of 'comber of

correci#answers to 10-item zeit+
'(not clear if sass test given before and
after campaign) ...

A

15. Rudd,

MacLean,
& Barnes
(1966)

Phone ' Ouster of ft;nder Ehrush-.--
chew in USSR (10115164);
arrest of Presidential aide
Welter Jeokins on morale'
charge- (10/14/64)

its-rireness . Nominal: had respondent heard of
(tithe; event by time of intervitro

T 4 .

°
.1 4

.

_____



TABLE 2. continued (Topics, Knowledge, Data CollectionMethods)

AUTHOR., INTERVIEW TOPICS
METHOD

TYPE OP
KNOWLEDGE

t

46

HOW KNOWLEDGE IS MEASURED

(OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS) -

.-

.

16. Buss 4
Hofstetter
(1981)

'''In -person

(also elms-

tionmires
completed)

Employment opportunities
for steelworkers. Also
identification of mayor,
Congressman, governor

T '

D*Isth Score computed from-sum of number of
correct answers to 3 questions a t
steelworkers.* Also, score for
questioni-about governmente

17. Clarke &
Kline

(1974)
,

Not given National public affairs
issues, personal relevance,
solutions, actors (respon-
dent chooses topic)

Depth Number of solutions, actors, positive
cognitions, negative cognitions.
Name national problems, most important
one, what government should, work on
most to solve** (open-ended)

.

18. Deutschman
, (L963)

Not given
(probably
in- person)

.Public affairs: name presi,
dent, dept. governor, near-
by mayor, the cardinal, ex,-

,plain a political agreement

Depth

e,

.

Score based on number of correct
answers to 6-item tes (range 0-5)+

' ,

19. Deutschman
, S Danielson

(1960)

Phovde (all

6 samples)
Eisenhower's stroke,
Explorer I satellite,
Alaskan statehood

Awareness Nominal had respondent heard of the
event by ties of interviewing?*

20. Donohue,

Tichenor,
6 Olies
(1975)

SIO

In-parson
.

.

Xining in wilderness area,
environmental restrictions
on taconite-plant, air I.
water pollution, steel
plant closing, political

regionalization, swage *

control. Compared with
breakfast cereal nutrition

Awareness
6 depth

.
, ,

Nominal' had respondent hoard of
issue.* Also, index based on number
of accurate statements respondent
made, as judged by experts.*

. '

21. Douglas,
Westlay,
6 Chaffee,

1970)

Question-
mires at
homes to
be mailed "

Mental retardation
e

Depth

.

-

Score of number of correct answers
to 6-item test. (Not clear if same
test given bisfore 6 after campaign)*
(Also,.10 items on content af,cammatga,
but no ed. data on this)+

.

22. Douglass
& Stacey
(1472) .

'

Net Ova fluoridation

.

.

Awareness Nominal had respondent read or .'
heard of issue. Could respondent
describa it! purpose (list)*

0*

23. 'Edelstein ° .
(1373)

.

, rson Vietnam War (why ie is an
important problem:number
of or000sed solutions, etc.)

Depth
'

.

Nominal: 2-way tables presented' for
data on different types of knowledge

; by level of education* r
14. Erskine

(1961,
' 1963ir5', c)

Not given
(probably

intpersan)

tnternetimal i.mottionai
issues such asi,franco

regime, polio vaccine, etc.

Awareness Nominal.* had respondent heard of
tOpic 67

.
.

415. Path/

(1973)°'
Phone.

C

Newt of marriage of Prime
Pierre TrudaM

Awareness . Nominal:' had respondent heard of
news by evening of 1st clay announced+

*id. Fry ... Phone Name 6 pirty ofCongrass-
man, mayor; possible solu-
tions to garbage problem

Depth .

e '

Sbore computed from number. of correct
answerit lo.5 question**

, ..4.3 >
;I Calloway ''..

. (1977) '

Not given
(probably
in- person)

4,10 agricultural 14.5 health-
related innovations

Depth -

.

' .

...

-Scars computed from summing number of
innovations of which respondent had
heard+ . .

.

28. Gallumpoll
(19771.

.

.
In-person
°

fluoridation 4114.-
. 'smartness

.

Nominal: .ability to pick item on A
' card which bast describes purposeAgf

water fluoridation*
''',

.

29. Ganz
(1978)

Telephone

0
.

Items in TV newscastsattch
ad on ing of tinter-
view

Awareness

.

,

b

Recall of ad In* 02 the television
0 newscast' . watch& the evening of

, interview -- either a) unaided-recall,
b) recall with aid, or c) recognition
of item mentioned bf interviewer.

.

'

,30. Caziano
(1982) o

, .

'

.

.

Telephone

. .

Neigh rhood issues:
housin . economic develop-

'meat, ithooll, and crime

' .
t

*. ,

Awareness
and depth

0

I

.

'

'1) Nominal: abllity of respondent to
. same any aspect of an issue.
2) Score of numbers of ele4ents of

.,

' ' issue meetioned in answer Co four
questions about sachet-Moe (informa-
tion in general,'actors involved,
causes, and anaktions). Respondents

. could nine as many elements as
they wishtd: .

.

.

4

a
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TABLE 2, continued (Topics, Knowledge, DataCollection Methods)

AUTHORS INTERVIEW TOPICS -,

METHOD'
ITPE OF
KNOWLEDGE'

HOW KNOWLEDGE IS MEASURED
(OPERATIONAL DEFINIT/ONS)

31. Geneva 6
Greenberg

(1979)

.-..----

Phone Potential impeachment of
President Nixon. National
Football League (NFL) e
strike

Death
,

Index based on number 6f correct
answers to 6 items (names, dates,
places, relationships, reasons, etc.)+
2 items sass pre- 6 post, 4 items
different

,

32. Gunaratns '

(1976 .

approx.)

In-person Mechanical di scientific,

knowledge, national, inter-
national affairs, demoneti-
ration, family planning

Depth Score based on number of correctly
answered items, for each topic.*
(5 topics) ,

4

33. Rofetetter,
Zukin,
*Buss
(1978)

In-person
.

Naas Democratic di Rapubli-
can Congressional candi-
dates, major party Vice-
Presidential candidates

Depth

. ,

/1.
''

Scale eased on number of
answers to several questions+ ..

.

A;

34. Kanervo

(197.9)

Not given

(probably
in-person)

Public affairs/civics-type '
information

,..0P'

Depth ,,*iii

*"
Score based on number of corractr
answers to 8 questions (not clear
how score is computed exactly) -

35. Kent E.
,

Rush

(1976)

In-person ....1 Amnestx for Vietnam War I-1

resisters
Awareness . ability of respondent co

US24 at at 1 correct item about
issue*,, '

36. Kraus,
Waling,
6 El-Assli
(1963)

In-hOme
question-
:mire
,completion

Radioactive nuclear fallout
,(nature of issue, effects,
methods of protection)

. ....._.

-
k

Depth Score based on number of correctly
answered questions+

' \
1 .\

37. Larsen
6 Rill

(1954)

In-person
0 '

Death of Senator Robert A.
Taft, "Hr. Republican"

Awareness Nominal' had respondent heard of
. event by ties of interview*

"" -

. _

38. Levy
(1969)+0

Not given Assassinations of 6 poli-
tical figures during past
6 years++ '

Awareness++ Nominal: had respondent heard of
each event+ (All events had occurred
during previous 6 years)++

.

39. Lounsbuty,, l Sundstram,
6 DeVault

(1979)

In-person

%

Nuclear power W.= under
construction' in local area
(number of reactors, etc.)

Depth .

. -

Score of number of correct answers -to
- 7 multiple- choice items+

.

,

40. McNellr *
Deutschmann
(1963)

Irrporson Items in the neva for soLd
time: a political.party,'
local dairy, the U.N., etc.

0

Awareness
6 depth

.,.

)

Score on 6-item test, according to ..

degree of correctness of *Leah answer
(fullt correct, partially correct, etc.
Computed by item 6 also all tbgether)+

41. McNally 6
Molina

(104)

In- person Foreign affaers: identify
photos of 10 foreign lead-
ors, nem their countries,
10 other questions

Depth

.

%

, Index based on number of correct
responses to 28 questions+
(2 questions of 30 dropped) .

42. McNally,

Rush 6
Bishop
(1968)

Phone

'

1. Diffusiod'of,nessr call
for Latin American Cosmos:
Market, London elections.
2. IdentirT vf 7 foreign
leadets i their countries

Awareness
6 depth

1. Nominal: had respondent heard of
events byw2-4.40sys later.+ 2. Score
of number of correct answers to
leaders/countries pestions.+

.

i

43. Modalii 6.'
Larsen
(1958) ,-

Phone News of non - Existent "wind-
shield-piping epidemic"

'Awareness
.

Nominal: had respondent heard of
topic (after it had been in the
nitm /br some time)* ,,

at
44. Miller'6

heaven
(1979)

.

Not given 1916, Presidential election

debates (candidate and
policy information)

Depth Score based on number of correct
answers to series of open-ended and
structured questions** Not clear
if same questions at T1 and T2 .

1

-45. Neuman

' (1976)

Phone
...

y

.

Toplts recalled from net-
work news broadcaits on
television

..-----

,

Awareness
4 depth

Awareness
6 depth

Number of stories recalled,.number.
recalled with details (aided and
unaided racall.,zf each type)*

' ,Score of number of'correct answers 'to
series of questions *, also nominal --
data in N-way tables.

46. Nhaemaka
(1976)

Db-person

.,

- y

Power Iiiecorridor issue,
open meeting law issue,
railroad abandonment

47. Pelmgreen
(197?)

La- person

,

Important problems (local
di national) named by tampon-
debt). actors, solutions
..

Depth
.

Index of number of actors and pro-
posed solutions connected with the
problem named**

eit. .

c..1



CABLE 2, continued

AUTHORS

(Topics, Knowledge, Data Collection Methods).

INTERVIEW .TOPICS
METHOD ,

TYPE OF
KNOWLEDGE

48

HOW KNOWLEDGE IS MEASURED
(OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS)'

, 48. Robinson
(19;2)

Not given
(probably
in-parson)

Foreign affairs & Presiden-
teal election Lofoimation.._Depth Index based on number of correct

answers to 4 items!

_ _____
.

49. Robinson

(1167),

Not given
'(probably
in-person)

.1: Characteristics of noun-
tries (location, ft6Aic

7capahilities,,ideology, etc.)
2. Red China

Depth
(both)

'I

1. Score based on number of correct
answers to 16 questions+

2. Score based on number of correct
answers to 4 questions*

,

50. Rogers -

(1965-66)
In-person .-

,

Name of district represen-
tative.to national legis-
Mature in Colombia, etc.

Depth

.
-.

5-item scale based on number of
correct answers to 50quascions+

...7

.

/

51. Shingi
4 :Body

' (1976)

,

-

In-person
question-
mare
completion

Potato farming and late
'wheat sowing

.

1

° :

Depth-

.
'41'

Index based on correct answers to t,
',ZS it (same questions asked beflbre
and after the teleclub programs)+

. ,.,,,,

°

,

41.

52. Spitzer
.4 Dentin
(1965)

Not given
(may be
in-persOn)

.1 sassination of President

I
.

Depth Weighted score (range 0-12) based on
number of correct answers to 4
questions*

-

Star &
Hughes

950)
.

Nottgiven
(probably
in-person)

,

United Na'tions (U.N.)

-
.

Awareness
& depth
.

,

V'
.

Nominal: ability to name main purpose
of U.N. and to make correct choices
from list of,4 correct and 2 incorrect .
items about the purposes** Same
questions at T1 and T2 . ,

,

"

34.. Stauffer.
Frost, 4
Rybolt .
(1978)

`)' In- parson
(question-
asires-- .

written
& oral)

Topics in the nave on an
AIC TO broadcast
taped about 6-7 months

,

cbafore experiment conducted
(ooneFere major news)

4
t

AMILICOMIS

& depth

'.
.

List of all news stories recalled
after viewing. Scdre of number of
correct answers to 23-item multiple-
choice test+

.

,'

0 -,,_

'°11,155. Tic r.'
Donohue,

& Ottien

,". 119")?

In-person?

.

Nuclear power, mining 6'
ustals industries. politi-
-cal regionalization, water
:quality, power,rin

Awareness
6-depth

Nominal: had respondent seen or heard
anything about issuaN Also score of
number of accurate statements about
issue* ,

16.. ;Johan&
-4,,

Donohuei:
. & Olio":

(19712A.,
'''..4

+'

.

ry
. ,

a. r.,,,

, ,

.

.

, . 1. Seal: #15- ac

2, 3. Moe
;t. vamp

-

#c,14;.Currant
V.

0 a ,.

' 1. Ste '#15, Budat en sl.
.

52.,Eamr.h,satellites, space
i'llight to, moons4tgarette-
'-acenter controversy.

events. 4. Medi,.
a ,

rbiological, social.
-.science topics'in dm news

1. See #15
2. Awareness
3. Depth
4. Depth

'a

,

1. See #1.5, Budd, It

2. Nemaal: topic aver
3. Score' of correct answers On 11 -item

. test+ 4. Index of number of
accurate statements about content
after article was read by respondent*
(rated above middlet,of 7-pt. scale)

,,

-

54. Tichenor
.Rodenkir
Olien, 4

' Donohue
(1973)

.

-parsonfiy ru*Nuclear

°' .

6

. °
0

;

01
;Over mining 6,
dustri, politi-alailees

itation, water
quali
.

e
.

Awareness
& depth

)

Nominal had respondent seen or heard
anything about issue* Also score of
number of accurate statements about
issue*
,

,

58. Wade 6 a-
' Schramm.

(1969)

Not giien,
(prIbably
in-person)

.

1. Seim fu
2. Public fairs_topics
related-to residential "'topics)

ugn

.

Awareness -

(both-

.-
,

.

,

. '

Nominal: seen or heard of topic/issue
(both science and public affairS)+

Exact question wordin --is given in .rt4rl or- paper.

*a Exactauestion wo is not given, al ugh some 'examples of question wordinuare provided.

Exact wording of questionsjs not given in article or paper.

See footnote S for Seven other studies of President Kennedy's assassination, all of which found
1002 of respondeits Wormed of that event. I

a

a

o -
a



TABLE 3:. MEASUELMENT OF MEDIA, EDUCATION, AND KNOWLEDGE CAP

AUTHORS
AMOUNT NOW IS
OP MEDIA TYPE OP MEDIA INVOLVED EVOCATION
PUBLICITY (WHAT WAS MEASURED!) MEASURED?

49

ti

HOW KNOWLEDGE CAP WAS GAP FOUND?
IS MEASURED (ANY CHANCE OVER TIKE!)

1.' Abbdtt

(1978)

High

efalbcposure

4.. non-
exposure

Recall of seeing 1 or
more 'articles of morer
than 20 published
during year-long ,

Information campaign :

in morning newspaper+

Question
wording
not given+,

("rears
of formal
schooling")

Differences in pro-
portions of 7 edu-
cation groups vieh
knowledge of issue
(Chi squares)

Yes But 116/e or no
increase if respo-n

'

dent saw articles.
If respondent did
not see any, gap
did fWL-se.

2. Adams,

Mullen, &
Wilaon
:2469)

Moderate
to
i
high

Exposure to all avail-
able Media or inter-
personal news sources+

+ Not clear seems to
be doeparison of pro-
portions of high &
low education groups

Yes
,

3. -Allen &
Colfax'

(1968)

High How respondent first
heard the news --media,

interpersonal sources

+
r

Comparison of SES
traits of knower,
vs. non -knower.

Yes

.

4. Atkin,

Galloway,
& Hayman

(1976)
t

Moderate
tehigh

Frequency, of exposure
to newspaper, radio,
TV campaign programs,
magazines

. .

1. Wording
not given
2. Not
relevant

1. Correlatiqg
coefficielE

2. Not relevant
' .

1. Yes (national sample)
e

2. tot.relevant (student
sample) . --"

A

.

5. Bail

(1971T

, .

Moderate
6 high.

Recalltof :;hen/how

respondent first heard
about E-Dar+ ,
24

+

'

.

Difference in mean
knowledge scores of
grade school educe-
el.= gri6p vs. ad-
vented digrea group

Yes Cap decreased
.

slightly over cline;

less Oncated should
slightly greater

' gains than others

6. Becker,

Sobowale,
Cobbey,
& Eyal

(1978)

Moderate
to high

Exposure-to the debates
on radio or eelevision+

.

.

+-

.

c

A

Coaparisonof
"better educated"
and "less educated"
groups (how cooper-
ison made not clear)

Yes But less educated
people exposed to.

debates gained in-'

formation (*nPunt
of gain not clear)

.

7. Becker &
Whitney
(1980)

Moderate
to low

Dependency on SAMSSALpSF.
or television, score
based oa answers to 4
questions*

+

i
,,

Comparison of,sein
knowledge scorea of ,
high & low ed. groups,
also path .coofficientl

las Larger gap fOr
4 nation/1 than local

issues, regardless
of depended-7

Yes Consistibtly,tgh
education respon-
dents held more
knowledge; moderate _

correlation, .E3
/

a

.

.

8. Benton it,
Frazier

(1176)

-

Moderate
to high

Exposure to 3 national
network TV stations
news programs'on issue,
newspapers, news saga-
zings+ (Those media
content analyzed also)

+

,

Correlation coeffici-
ant, also comparison
of proportions of .

high & low ed. groups
with knowledge-

9% 3erelson,
Lazarsfeld,
4 McPhee

(1954)

,

High Media use, exposure to
information about the
camptign in,pedia or
'personal discpsiion* .

Last

school

attended*
(6 cats-
goties)

Differences in pro-
portions of 4 educe-
tion groups with ac -
curate perceptions of
candidates' stands

Yes

-

d,
10. Bishop,

Olalendick &

Tuchfarber
$k1978)

Moderate
to high

.

Exposure to debates on
radio or television,
media UM&

.

+

A/

Correlation coeffici-
eni for education and
knowledge

Yes Moderate corral& -
. tion of .24 '

11. Bogert

(1957-58)
Moderate

Exposure
VS. So
expo surlle

Exposure to liOads in
4 newspapers, twice
weekly for 6 weeks; .

sending for booklet,
picking one up+ ..,

+
F

Differences in pro-
portions of high, low
& moderate SES groups
aware of rights
.

Yes Gap did not c
tweet T1 and T2

(

-

a b .

. Bogart

(1950-51)

4

Moderate
to high

7 '

Exposure to information
in newspapers, radio,
conversational+

.'

+ . Differences itAprd-
porticris of high &
low ad. groups with

141°,9.

Yes
,

/

-

.

13. Brinton
&McLain:
(1961)(1961)

.

High

vs. none
exposure

'

ding Palo Alto
newspaper, sources
of informetimonof

paper gave
high coverage during
3 -.south period.

+ ,Gomparison of mean
knowledge scores'oE
S ed. groups, read-
ors vs. non-readers

.

r
Yks Readers have re
' knowledge t. non-

readers v/ act:

edudition g .up



/ABLE 3, continued (Measurement of Media, Education, and Knowledge Gap)

AMOUNT HOW IS
AbTHORS OF MEDIA TYPE OP MEDIA INVOLVED EDUCATION

PUBLICITY WAS MEASURED?) MEASURED?
80W KNOWLEDGE CAP
IS MEASURED

50
4.

WAS CAP FOUND?
(ANY CHANGE OVER TIME?)

1. Brown,

Etteaa,
Luepker

(1981)

11. Budd,15
MacLean,

Barnes
(1966) .

0

High

Expoiurs
vs. nod-
exposure

11 : 20-weak informa-
tion campaign in news-
papers, radio. 12 :

similar campaign

bstand-
ct scale )

of years of
schooling"+

Betas for treatment
comparison commun-

ities at 11 (pre-

campaign A 13 (posh)

Yes Gap found at 11,
but it closed by
13 in treatment

community (did not
close he other cmcy)

rate
to high

First source. of infor-
mation about each
event+

Differences in pro-
portions of knower*
in highest 6 lowest
ed. groups (3 groups)

Yes Gap found for both
events, although
they differed to
importance

Buss

Hofstetter
(1981)

(Steel: hips4
Exposure
Ye. 000-.
exposure.
(Pol.: law

Sources of information
about steel crisis
about politics, especi-
ally newspapers, radio,

'personal contacts

Comparison of moan
knowledge scores of
4 types of steel-

worker groups, who
vary in amount of
education

Yes Reverse gap for
steel crisis and

politicseknowledge
(mean score differ-
ences na-very large)

47. Clarke Not
known

Channels of communica-
tion used for informa-
tion on issue named+

Tau-8 correlation:
between levels of ed.
info-holding.

Yes Moderate correlation

'of

8. Deutschsann, (1963)
Not 46vosure to/ownership

of radio, books, news-
papers, movies+

Education
literacy

meesure*+

Difference in know-
ledge scores of il-
literates, literates

No (comparison of

literate/illiterate
groups, nolby ed.)

119: Deutschman
1 6 Danielpon

(1960)

Not
clear

First source of infor-
MatiO4 about the event*

e.

Differences in pm-
portions of high
low ed. knower.

20. Donohue,

Tichenorf
Olien

(1975)

Coverage
varies by
community

Index: no. of news-
paper articles about
an issue multiplied
.by proportion of roe -

spondents who real
paper in which the
article appeared

"Number of
years of
schooling"+

Pearson correlation
coefficient for ed. A
knowledge; difference
in proportions of
Kish 6 low education
groups with know-
ledge; rank correla-
tions for the 16
communities

Yes For all 6 smiles
combined, amount of
ap is small

ant cereal
ritien

community is
*eueous , issue is
it concarnto
lty, waning
attention

21. Douglas,

We'stley,

" -6 Chaffee

(1970)

High
=postai,
vs. non-
exposure

Extensive information
caapaign for about 6
months, media, club
speakers, posters,
etc.

Comparison of mean
knowledge scores of
high, medium, b low
ad. groups

Yes Gap =trews, low ed.
group gaited '.41 pc.
in score, other 2
ed. groups dacrease4
in scores

22. DOuglase
6:Stacey
(1,972) .

Not
known

Either not measured or
not reported

Differencei in pro-
portion= of 4 ed.
groups with know-
ledge

Yes Large gap

23. 'Edelstein
0 (1973)

High to
moderate

Sources of information
about Vietnam; ranking
of sources' usafulpess*

"No. of

years in
school"+

'Differences in pro-
portions of high
low ed. knower,

Yes Gap appears f r each
of a number o
types of know! dgie

24e Erskine

(1962,

1963a,b,c5

25: Path!.

(1973)

Not
Scoria

(No inforlption given) . Differences in pro -

portions of high,
medium,-6 low /due- -
tion'groups with
knowledge

Yes For 26 questions
No For 6 questioos\
(Of 6 asked over time,
2,in , 3 decrease,
1 shove no,cbange)

Moderate
to high

First source of
=scion, media use
checking/ac
inforation

for

more

4

26. Fry

(1979)
Low to
moderate

Scott; on dependency on
newspapers or TV, same
data as 177*

Differences is pro-
portions of 3 ad.
knovermby evening
of annout,petiet

Comparison of.mean
knowledge Scoriae of
high 6 low ed.

groups, analysis of
variance

Tee But it is a ravetf
gap--least'educat
are most knovledg ble

Yes The higher the n
paper dependence, he
greater the gap, n s.;
TV: no difference

27. Galloway
(1977)

111,

Exposure
VS. non-
exposure

Exposure to radio, 6
reading forums, .2

treatments; info. 4
sources+

Differences in pro-
partiodt of knower,
among 13 SES strata

Mixed, tendency was
for gaps to narrow
over time ,

52,
44r

J

1



TABLE 3, continued (Measurement of Media, Education, and Knowledge Gap)

SOW IS

TYPE OF MEDIA INVOLVED EDUCATION HOW KNOWLEDGE GAP WAS GAP FOUND?
MEASURED?

AUTHORS

moor
OF MEDIA
PUBLICITY NUT WAS MEASURED?) IS MEASURED (ANY CHANGE OVER. TIME?)

Gallup poll

(1977)

Not
known

(Not measured)
,

+ ,.
.

Differences in pro- Yes Large gap

.portions of 3 ed.

groups with know-
ledge ,

. ....

24. Gant:

(1978)
)

Expopure
to news-
cast wag
measured.

Television newscast

.

.

f

Standardised No (Standardized
Betas Beta - .08) .

.

.

30. Gasiano

(1982)
c

'

Hi vs.
by levels
o publi-
Eltty in

ne 2ghb or-
hood news-
papers (2)

.

0

a. Number of news
items about each Of,

.11. issues. as. domi-
rant toplc & as a
sub ord ihat e topic.
b. Number of column
inches when topic
is dominant.
.(2he 2 neighbor-
-hood,. newspapers
also content-
analyzed)

3 categor-
is.le

.

,,,

.
'

. .

Cramer's V co-

efficient for

relationship ,.

between level of
education (high,
medium, low) and
awareness-of
Leine
..e.

.

--

1 Yes Knowledge gaps occurred
for all 4 issues. They
were larger for issues
on which groups were
active than for 'shoee
on which activity was
lad. tapswere smeller ,

for issues receivinglil
high or moderate coverage
by neighborhood papers
than for issues with
low coverage. Group
activity was related to
knowledge gaps more
strongly than was neigh-
borhood paper publicity,
however.

31. Genova 6
Greenberg
(1979)

.../4".."`

Moderate
to high
(not a
variable)

Sources of informs-
tion, media use, die-
tampions+ (News
coverage continuous
for 10-day period)

6 "stag-
dard cats-
prise+

T._

Pearson correlatio0K n

coefficient for *Au-
cation $. knowledge,
'Betas also reported

Yes Factual knowledge
gape decreised, '

, structural gaps did
not change/increased

32. Gunaritne
(1976
approx.)

Not
known

Frequency of exposure
to newspapers, movies,
radio; content Li e+

+
.

;..

Comparison of masa
knowledge scores of
hip 6 low SES groups

Yes Overall, for 5
topics; comparison
.yith.Ryan'adaca
suggests increase

33.. Hofstetcar.
Eakin.

6 Buss
(1978)

High Useof radio, TV, news-
papers. discussions;
campaign info
exposure

+ Batas (standardixe4
regression coeffici-
Cense) for education
&knowledge.

Yes But midia use high-
, ly associated with

-info, increases. as-
pecielly for low 6

:alias ed._ groups

34. Kanervo

4k(1979)
-

Not
:mown

Tina spent/frequency
of uses radio, TV
newspapers, gaga-

ailas, discussion,*

Actual no.
of gradee
completed+

Path coefficients
for knowledge 6
education,

Yes Education. 6 income
are the key vari-

,ablas for information

_

- -- -
35. Kent 6

Rash
(1976)

A
High to
moderate

Exposure to new mega-
tines, books, movies,
TV, radio, newspapers

Amount of
schodling
(7 sate-
;cries)

Differences in pro-.
portions of 4 ad.
groups with knew-,

ledge'

°Yes Education was such
more strongly related
:to knowledge than.
any other variable

.
36. Kraus.

Mahling,
& El -Meal
(1963)

aisti

%.

Time spent with radio,
newspapers, books; TV,
moviai, iseasines;
total-use score cos'-
pate&

+

,

.

Comparison of those
with high /low know-

led& by high, law
_adicatiop (Chi
squat** .

.

Yes Gap occurred regard -

lees of degree of
- total media expos-

use
.

.

37. Larsen
i Rill

(1954)

.

Moderate
to high

.

First source of in-
formation, supple-
gentry sources+

+ Differences in pro-
portioznatknowers
in 2 ties

.

Yes River's gap: rem
of laboring comma- .

.4.0ity had heard

Y

A
38. Levy

(1969)+4
High to
moderate
by event

First source of in- -

formation about each
of reesessiaatione+

,

Differences in pro.
port4ons of knower.
in 4 ed. groups'

...

No. 3 assassination)
Yes 3 assassinations

.

.

39. Lounsbury,
Sandstrom,
4-DeVault

., (1979)

Ibt
known

, .,'
-;

(Either not.measured
or not reported)

li

Number of
years of
education+ ,

Comparison of demo-
graphic character-
tics of high 6 low
knowledge groups

B-

Yes 2 significant dif -
ferences: ed. (high)

& sex (female)

A



TABLE 3, continued (Measurement of Media, Education, and Knowledge Gap)

AUTHORS
AMOUNT'
OF MEDIA
PUBLICITY

HOW IS
TYPE OP MEDIA IMVOLVtD EDUCATION
(WHAT WAS MEASURED?) MEASURED?

HOW KNOWLEDGeGAP
IS ?MEASURED

52

WAS CAP FOUND?
'(ANY CHANGE OVER TIME ?)

lg.

40. McNally E.

Deutschmann
s(1963)

.

High to
moderate

.
Use of newspapers, TV,
radio, magazines,
books, movies+

-

+

.

Comparison of scores
of high/low SES ras-
pondentl, neighbor-
hoods ,

,

Yes Eveewhen media
use was controlled

41. McNally &
Moline

(1972)

-

Not known Frequency, time spent:
media, interpersonal;
content attended to+

,
.

-

Pearson correlation
- coefficient; propor-

tions of ; SES strata

Yes Ed. especially .for
liaghSES strata;
Ignedia predict better-

.
for Low SES strata

42. McNally.

Rush &
' Bishop

(1968)

,

At least
moderate

Use & ownership of
major news magazines,
TV, metro:newspapers+

..,

+ .

,

Pearson correlation
coefficient; compar-'
ison'of high & low
knower.

.

1. Yes (diffultion of 2

foreign event!)
2. Yes (leaders)

. .

'3. Medalia &
Larsen
(1958)

High Fiat source of tutor-
motion* ,..

+
..

Comparison of char-
acteristics of non-
knower. & knowtrs

Yes Low education is 1
of4 characteristics
of non-knower.

V.. Miller &
MacKuen
(1979)

' High to
moderate

,

Exposure to debates on
TV or radio; media
habit:re-

+ Ur:standardized re-
gression coeffici-
ants for 10./knowl.

Yes Amount of gap Laic- .'
Lally not clear;
all gained info.

45. Neuman

(1976)

e

Not a
variable

.

.

Exposure to all/part of
an evening TV network '
newicasc; media
.hablts+

.

.

+-

.

Differences in pro-
portions of high &

.low ed.groups who
eScall topics

Yes Only vary slight
gdb for unaided

, recall, aided recall
w. details; reverse

' gap for aided recall
with derails .

46. Nnammaka
(1976)

_

Varied w.
issue,

community
-

.

Preference for, time
spentwith, frequency
of use of,TV. news-
papers, radio* (Con-
tent of newspapers
coded)

Highest
grads
coil:plated*

(4 tate-

pries)

.
°Differences is -pro-

portioni: ofhigh &
tow' education 'groups
aware of .topics

Yea Urban sample with
newspapers using
established sdurces

No Rural stints, papers
using more non-es-
tablishment sources

... .

47. Palmsreen
(1979)

.-

High vs.

low. Ls
variable

Number of stories in
Toledo newspapers /TV
for 2 weeks coded;
media exposure+

Number of
years of
formal -

education+

.

Path coefficientslor
political informa-
tion-bolding and
education

-. .

'yes For national issues
No for local issues

. 4. .
.

.

48. Robinson
(1972)

High
'

Use of news9apers, T7
radio, magazines dur-
ing 1968 campaign*

+ :
Comparison of gean ',
knowledge scores of
3 ed. stoups

Yes IV .

- .

.

'

49. Robinson .

(1967)

, .

4
'

.

Nol

known

.

.

f

1: Ulm: of several

types of magazines;
foreign news in news-
papiis; TV, ridio+
2. No data on media
use (1967 knowledge
data compared with
1957 media use data)

1. +

2. 4- s;

-a-

.

.

Comparison ofmean
knowledge scores
among 6 group1,ased
on education, race,
incomefor both
surveys

-

'

1. Yes
0

2. Yes

vordo

-
-

..

50. Rogers
(1965-66)

r

Not
known

,.

'Exposure co news-
papers, radio, mav
&sines, TV, films:
total index*

,

Years of
education+
Literacy*

Comparison of scores
of literates and il-
literates

-
Yes But media exposure

is an intervening
variable- -t

51. Shiagi

& moo .
(1976)e

Comparison
of teleclub*

nontelee db
*rill

.--

Attendance at
teleclub programs
1 week. Programs
taped.

+

ene

Correlation coeffici-
ants for edudation,'
information score,
other SES factors

No Some SES - related

- factors at work,

non-SES factors also
_

52. Spitzer
& Detain

. (1965),

High Initial 4 supple-
mentary news
sources+

4..

...

Comparison of charat-

teristics of high 4
law knower's'

Yes SES-factors are
among characteristics
of 16w knowers

.

53. Star &
Hughes

*(1950)

t.
.

,

High Exposure to mater-
:Ale & information
through a varinty of
media & organization-
al sources*

+'

9

Baca given for those
"reached" by cam,
paign; education-
knowledge data- not
shown

.

Tel :haztreporting
gn exposure .

are.the same as .
. .

those initially
most kno)ledgeable

>

,.54. Stauffer,-
Frost, 4

tfbote
(1978)

Exposure
vs. non-
exposure

Media use, attitudes
toward TV news.+ Ex-
posed to 1 news show

, is pryer. treatment

Not appli-
cable to
students.
Adults+,

-raadars (whose

arison of college
7:ps with Uult

, n
education is low)

,

Yes College group ex-
poied'to show had
much higher average
scores than adults
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TABLE 3, continued (Measurement of Media, Education, and Knowledge Gap)

AUTHORS OP MEDIA TYPE OP MEDIA INVOLVED
PUBLICITY -(WHAT WAS MEASURED?)

RQW IS
EDUCATION
MEASURED?

I

53

HOW KNOWLEDGE GAP s WAS GAP FOUND?
IS MEASURED (ANY CHANGE OVER met)

'55.

.

.

Tichanor,
Don6bue.
S °lien

' (1980)

.

.

%

Varies
with

'issue,

community

.

.
'

Preference for, time
.spent, frequency of
use ofITV, newspapers,
radio; recent dis -
cussioa*

.
.

+ Pearson correlation
coefficient for ad.
& knowledge: differ-
ence in proportions .
of high & ldv ad:
Croups with know-
ledge

.
Yes Breakfast cereal

nutrition
No High levels of die-

evasion, conditions
fisted for 920, 57

56. Tichanor.
Donohue,
i °lien
(1970)

-

1. See 15
2. High
3. Perim.
4. Varies

thit

loSee #15. Buddpet al
2. Inferred from re-

post.

3. Newspaper strike
vs. non-strike condi-
time
4r Degree of publi
city given to topics
on front pages of
papers

1. See 15
+

7. +
4. +

.

1. Sao 915
2. Correlation co-
efficients
3. High & low ed. 41

gr. scores con-
pared
4. Correlation co-
efficients

1. Yes (See 915)
2. Yes Gap increases

.over time
3. Yes .

.

4. Yes The more publicized
the topic, the

larger the knowledge

PIP.
5

_ 57.

1

Eichenor,
fRodenkirchen,

Olien0_,S .

Donohue
(1973)

Varies by
issue.

community!

-

Media coverage index

"(See

description in
#20) Also questions
on media use, discui-
mien*

+

. ,

Pearson product-
moment correlation.
'for ed., knowledge;

svRank'correlations
for communities

Yes See 020, 55
No Higher levels of

newspaper coverage,
higher levels of

__.

conflict
fr'

te.
'!,--;

' :..

-,

Wade 4 ,.,

Schramm
(1969)

_Not_
known

1. Media used for sci-
anti infermation+
2. Newspaper, TV Fre-
quency; magazine
articles;, pol. info.

-
*sources

1.'+
2. +

'

1, 2. Differences in
propoktions of 4 ed-
ucation groups with
knowledge

, .

,

1. Yes (science)
2. Yes (public affair's)

' .

)
.

.
.

Exact question wording 4s given in article or- paper.

** Exact question wording is not given, altisiugh some examples of wording are provided.

Exact wordinrof questions is not given in article or paper.'

++4 Sep footnote 5 for-seven other studies of President Kennedy's assassigatiol.
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